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Abstract

Phonological speech errors are generally said to occur at a level of production prior
to the application of phonological rules. This phenomenon, called accommodation,

is validated by several transcription studies. The transcription methodology is not
the best choice for detecting errors at this level, however, as this type of error can
be difficult to perceive. This dissertation presents an acoustic analysis of speech er-
rors that uncovers non-accommodated or mismatch errors. A mismatch error is a

sub-phonemic error that results in an incorrect surface phonology. The locus of this
type of error is investigated by two further studies that explore whether mismatch
errors arise during the processing of phonological rules or if they are made at the

motor level of implementation. These studies reveal that mismatch errors occur af-

ter phonological rules but before motor level processing. The results of this work
have important implications for both experimental and theoretical research. For ex-

perimentalists, it validates the tools used for error induction and the acoustic de-

termination of errors free of the perceptual bias. For theorists, this methodology can
be used to test the nature of the processes proposed in language production.
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Chapter 1 : Background

This dissertation investigates phonological mismatch errors that were un-

covered with an acoustic analysis of induced errors. A mismatch error is a type of

error that has incorrect surface phonology. Previous studies revealed few mismatch

errors, instead classifying the majority of errors as accommodated segmental errors

in which the surface phonology adjusts to suit the error (Boomer & Laver, 1968;

Fromkin, 1971; MacKay, 1972). This pattern of results may have been due to the

transcription technique traditionally used to collect the data. With a transcription

methodology the researcher writes down speech errors as they hear them, along

with the intended form. This method relies on the researcher's perception of the er-

ror which becomes less reliable as the error unit becomes smaller. While an error

switching entire words is easy to perceive, for example, 'a laboratory in our own

computer' for intended 'a computer in our own laboratory' (Fromkin, 1 971 ), errors

become more difficult to perceive on smaller units such as segments, for example,

'reek long race' for intended 'week long race' (Fromkin, 1971). The type of error

needed to test the idea that accommodation at the phonological level always holds

would be very difficult to perceive. In order to perceive an error of this type, the

researcher would need to hear, for example, that a vowel before a voiced conso-

nant is too short. This difficulty in perceiving phonological mismatch errors is what

1
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motivated the current study to use acoustic analysis to test the claim that errors are

typically accommodated.

The mismatch errors discovered in the first experiment were explored fur-
ther to determine their locus within the production process. The results from the

first experiment suggest that some mismatch errors could be the result of the mis-

application of phonological rules. Another possibility is that they are the product of
the articulation process at the motor level. The third possible source is after pho-
nological rules but before motor-level processing. Two additional studies were

completed to determine if mismatch errors arise during the processing of phonol-
ogical rules, during articulatory implementation at the motor level, or if they arise
at a level of speech planning between these two processing levels. Speech planning
is a term used by psycholinguists studying speech errors to describe the level at

which content merges with structure and where errors are made. For example, in

producing the tongue twister 'She sells seashells', the segments /Ji selz/ are added

to the syllable structure; onset + nucleus, onset + nucleus + coda. It is during this

merger that the error 'She shells ...' can arise as the /J/ in the initial onset is also as-

signed to the second onset. Speech planning is assumed to be completed before
phonological rules are processed. However, speech planning must also be present
after syntactic and morphological processing in order to account for the speech er-
rors of lexical and morphological processing. I will therefore extend the coverage of
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speech planning to include a stage after phonological processing but before motor

level implementation.

Phonological theorists are concerned with the systematic regularities in

the processing of sounds in spoken language (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1 979). The

study of regularities does not generally include situations that stress the system and

produce exceptional results such as speech errors. Although speech errors are cited

as evidence for the psychological reality of phonological units, they are not rou-

tinely used in testing phonological theories. The instrumental study of errors is rela-

tively new and can be used to address theoretical issues. One goal of this research

is to encourage the experimental study of phonological processes. The study of

cognitive systems through the errors it produces is a potentially fruitful avenue of

research that could be used to gain insight into phonological processes.

This chapter describes the background of phonological theory followed

by models of speech production.

1 .1 Competence and performance

The competence-performance distinction is a crucial concept in under-

standing the difference between how psychologists and phonologists approach the

study of language. Saussure's concepts of langue and parole (de Saussure, 1 91 6/
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1966) predate the terms competence and performance in linguistic theory. The
concept langue is the idealized set of signs attributed to a speech community and
parole is the actual speech act itself. Chomsky's (1965) view of competence differs
from the concept of langue, however, in that competence is an individual's knowl-

edge of their language, not the speech community's common knowledge. Chom-
sky's notion of competence separates the speaker-hearer's knowledge of his lan-
guage from his use of language.

A record of natural speech will show numerous false starts, de-

viations from rules, changes of plan in mid-course, and so on.

The problem for the linguist, as well as for the child learning
the language, is to determine from the data of performance the

underlying system of rules that has been mastered by the

speaker-hearer and that he puts to use in actual performance.

(Chomsky, 1965, p.4)

For example, the competence system may allow a speaker-hearer to gen-

erate an infinitely long sentence; 'Mary said that John thought that Bill wrote ... ',
on and on forever. But the performance system will be unable to remember all the

players involved and the sentence will fail to be understood. This is a memory limi-
tation, a limitation of performance but not a limitation of competence.



Both the concept of langue and competence abstract away from irregu-

larities in order to determine the properties that underlie the language system.

These irregularities are seen as products of the performance system through which

language competence is necessarily expressed. Certain aspects of speech attributed

to the performance system can safely be ignored when discussing underlying lin-

guistic knowledge. Just as cognitive factors such as memory can limit the expres-

sion of competence, there can also be physical limitations. Speaking with a mouth

full of peanut butter distorts a speaker's production but does not faithfully reflect

their underlying knowledge of the sounds of their language.

While linguistic theorists tend to abstract away from the effects of the per-

formance system, experimentalists tend to study language processing by manipulat-

ing the performance system. These studies use the methodologies developed in

psychology to study speech production and perception, for example, through

measures of reaction time in a picture naming task (Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965) or,

tracking eye movements to explore the constraints of binding theory (Sturt, 2003) or

syntactic dependencies (Sussman & Sedivy, 2003).

The philosophical distinction between competence and performance can

help to clarify the difference between a theorist's frame of reference and an experi-

mentalist's. The next sections present models of linguistic competence developed

by phonological theorists and models of language use developed by experimental-
ists.
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1 .2 Phonological theories of competence

This section presents three major theories of phonological competence:

that contained in the Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky & Halle, 1968), Optimality

Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993) and probabilistic models (Pierrehumbert, 2003).

While the first two theories differ in detail, they both illustrate that the goal of a

phonological theory is to capture the transformation from an underlying, phonemic

representation to a form that specifies phonetic details. The third incorporates fre-

quency data and makes predictions that are testable by error studies such as the

present study. Because some probabilistic models are not generative, a lack of evi-

dence for generative processing would support this view.

The theory in the Sound Pattern of English (SPE hereafter) lays out a formal

system for characterizing the phonological component. Using sets of ordered rules,

an underlying phonemic representation is transformed into its surface, phonetic

form. For example, the derivation of the word 'cat' begins with the underlying form

consisting of the phonemes /kaet/ and the application of a rule that aspirates initial

voiceless stops, yielding the form [khaet]. In this derivation, shown in Figure 1, the

phoneme IVJ is transformed into the allophone [kh].



Phonemic/
Underlying f kaet
representation

Rules

Allophonic/
Surface [ * aet
representation

Figure 7. A derivation from phonemic to allophonic representation.

Phonemes like /k/ consist of a bundle of features as shown in Figure 2. In

this SPE feature system, features reflect articulatory properties. The binary value

they take indicates the presence or absence of this property. The difference between

the phonemes /VJ and /g/, for example, is the value for the feature voice where /k/

has a negative value for this feature and /g/ has a positive value.
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•- - sonorant -?

- syllabic
+ consonantal

+ high
- anterior I

"S - coronal G
- voice
- continuant

- nasal

^ - strident ^

Figure 2. Feature bundle for the phoneme /k/.

The transformation from a representation consisting of phonemes to an

allophonic representation may involve several rules. These rules must be ordered as

evidenced by cases such as the rider/writer distinction in Canadian English. In this

case, there are two rules that must be ordered with respect to each other; Canadian

Raising changes the first vowel in the /ai/ diphthong to [?] before voiceless seg-

ments and a second rule that changes the /d/ and IM to a flap [r]. The raising rule

must apply before the flapping rule since the raised vowel is maintained in the out-

put as seen in Table 1 . If they were ordered the other way, as in Table 2, the flap-

ping rule would destroy the conditions under which the raising rule applies since it

turns a voiceless ? into a voiced flap.
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Table 1 . Example derivation for 'writing' and 'riding', correct rule order

Underlying representation /raitirj/ /raidirj/
1. Canadian Raising /rAitirj/ N/A
2. Flapping /rAinrj/ /rainrj/
Surface representation [rAinrj] [rainrj]

With the ordering of rules in Table 1, the Canadian Raising rule transforms

the diphthong /ai/ into [??] before the flapping rule applies changing the /XJ into a

flap [r], yielding the output [rAinrj] 'writing'.

Table 2. Example derivation for 'writing' and 'riding', incorrect rule order

Underlying representation /raitirj/ /raidirj/
1. Flapping /rainrj/ /rainrj/
2. Canadian Raising N/A N/A
Surface representation [rainrj] [rainrj]

In the ordering presented in Table 2, the flapping rule applies first, chang-

ing the N into a flap [r] which then destroys the condition under which the Cana-

dian Raising rule operates. The segment following the diphthong is no longer voice-
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less and the Canadian Raising rule does not apply. The incorrect form [raing] is de-

rived.

The model presented in SPE provided a notational framework to capture

the various phonological processes in the languages of the world. One shortcoming

is the perception that, as a theory, generative phonology was not constrained

enough and did not capture certain intuitions that phonologists had about lan-

guage. One of these intuitions involved the notion of conspiracies in phonological

processes (Kisseberth, 1970). For example, the devoicing and deletion of codas

(syllable-final consonants) are both common processes in a number of languages.

Phonologists felt that these similar types of processes needed to be explained by the

theory itself. Thus, Optimality Theory became widely accepted.

Optimal ity Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993; hereafter OT) changed

some of the SPE mechanics, for example, changing rules to constraints and taking

advantage of parallel processing. The OT process begins with an input, the mecha-

nism called GEN produces a candidate set that is evaluated against the set of con-

straints, yielding the optimal candidate as the output. This output is the candidate

that incurred the fewest violations against the constraint set. While the set of con-

straints is universal, languages differ as to how the constraints are ranked. Two types

of constraints are necessary: faithfulness constraints and markedness constraints.

Faithfulness constraints require that the winning candidate does not deviate from

the input. Markedness constraints require that the winning candidate is unmarked.
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Markedness constraints include universally disfavoured structures as well as

language-specific phonotactic restrictions.

Phonotactics refers to the co-occurrence restrictions of sounds in a lan-

guage. In English, for example, no words begin with an [rj] though they occur

word-finally in words such as 'sing', [sir)]. This fact about English is captured with

the markedness constraint *rj-ONSET. While phonotactic restrictions do not need to

be derived they are necessary in an OT grammar since GEN produces an unre-
stricted set of candidates and those that violate the phonotactics of a language must
not become the winning candidate.

OT also accounts for allophonic variation with constraints. In English,
vowels that precede a nasal consonant are nasalized. This is captured by the con-
straint *VoralN which penalizes an oral vowel before a nasal consonant. The tab-

leau in Figure 3 shows this process in OT. The markedness constraint that penalizes
an oral vowel before a nasal consonant is balanced by the constraint *VNASAL,
another markedness constraint that penalizes nasal vowels generally. The faithful-
ness constraint IDENT-IO(nasal) penalizes a candidate if it differs from the input in

terms of nasal features. The ranking of these constraints is crucial for selecting the

form [ssènd] as the winning candidate.
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input /säend/ * VoralN *Vnasal IDENT-IO(nasal)

[sasnd] *!

b. «s= [säend]

Figure 3. An OT tableau showing the selection of the candidate with a nasal vowel (Kager, 1999).

In addition to these mechanical differences, OT formalized of the concept

of markedness.1 Universal markedness states that there are certain segments, se-

quences of segments or positions that are disfavoured by languages and are there-

fore avoided in the surface representation. Whether a constituent is considered

marked is determined through its cross-linguistic and language-specific frequency

of occurrence as well order of acquisition and whether or not it tends to be lost

through historical change. Markedness constraints are assumed to be innate and

therefore exist in every grammar; languages vary only in how these constraints are

ranked. Markedness thus acts as a force that results in languages using various pho-

nological processes to avoid marked structures. For example, because the final

element of a syllable, the coda, is marked, German devoices segments in the coda

position, Japanese allows only certain segments in the coda, while some languages,

such as Hawaiian, have no elements in the coda position at all.

1 Previous discussions of markedness include Jakobson (1941),Trubetzkoy (1931, 1939), Creenberg (1966), Chomsky &

Halle (1968:ch.9).
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More recently, some phonological theories have incorporated concepts

from probability theory (Coleman & Pierrehumbert, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2003).

Probabilistic approaches to phonology account for various types of frequency ef-

fects in language. Unlike markedness theory in OT which describes universal fre-

quency effects in language typologies, a probabilistic approach describes speaker-

specific frequency and its effects on language change and acquisition.

The crucial difference between SPE and OT theories and probabilistic

models is that the latter are not generative. Probabilistic elements have been incor-

porated into generative theories, however, for example, by assigning probability

scores to constraints in Stochastic OT (Boersma, 1997; Hayes & MacEachern, 1998;

Boersma & Hayes, 2001 ). Exemplar theory is an example of a non-generative prob-

abilistic model. In this theory, phonotactic co-occurrence restrictions are extended

to account for allophonic alternations. In this model, a speaker-hearer stores a

highly detailed representation of the sound combinations in their language. Catego-

ries such as syllables and vowels as well as phonological alternations such as vowel

harmony (Cole, 2009) are emergent properties of statistical computation over the

stored representations. Each token that a speaker-hearer perceives varies slightly

and each of these representations is stored as an exemplar in a cloud of exemplars

associated with that token. Speech production proceeds by randomly selecting an

exemplar from the cloud and averaging over ? number of that exemplar's neigh-
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bours, yielding an output. This output is produced with a certain amount of noise to
allow for deviations from the target (Pierrehumbert 2001, 2002).

These models of phonology are important as they make certain predic-
tions relevant to the experiments presented in this dissertation. Despite their differ-
ences, both SPE and OT are considered generative. They have as their input a pho-
nemic form that must be processed to yield an output that has the phonetic details
necessary for the articulatory system to produce an utterance. In both models, the

form /kaet/ is transformed into [kh<et] even if the details of the process vary. This

processing can be tested by overloading the system in order to see if the resulting
output is the result of a missed step in processing.

Probability theory is relevant to the studies presented in this dissertation
as it makes certain predictions about the robustness of speech segments based on
their relative frequency. More frequent segments should be erroneous relatively less
often than more infrequent segments. Second, since exemplar models are not gen-
erative, a lack of evidence to support the processing view of generative theories
could support a non-generative model.

1.2.1 Phonological productivity

Phonology is the study of the underlying system that governs the use of
sound in a language (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1979). In English, the plural marker
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¡s different depending on its context. After the voiced [g] in 'dog', it is voiced, [z].

After the voiceless [t] in 'cat', it is voiceless, [s]. These context-dependent sound

alternations are abundant in spoken language. But do these context effects really

exist as a process in the minds of speakers? And if they do, how are they repre-
sented?

One can argue that sound alternations are simply memorized by speak-

ers. An English speaker has heard 'cats' enough to know that its plural form has a

voiceless [s] while 'dogs' has a voiced [z] sound. This option is countered by the

argument from productivity made famous by the wug test (Berko, 1 958). In this test

children are presented with an ¡mage of a creature called a wug as shown in Figure

4. Next, they are presented with two of them and are asked to complete the sen-

tence "There are two ". By the time they are in primary school children have no

trouble responding 'wugs' with the plural marker a voiced [z] as is appropriate fol-

lowing a voiced [g].
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This is a WUG

Now there is another one.
There are two of them.
There are two

16

Figure 4. Illustration used for the wug test from Berko (1958).

Given that wug is a nonsense word, none of the children would have

heard it before and could not have memorized its plural form. This test and other

phenomena, such as loan word adaptations show that speakers have some sort of

knowledge of the combination of sounds in their language that they are able to use

when faced with new forms they've not heard or spoken before.
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There is also evidence for the existence of a phonological processing

component from neuroscience. A meta-analysis of 82 experiments by Indefrey and

Levelt (2004) reveal the location and time course for various components of speech

production. Figure 5 shows the time course on the right as well as the correspond-

ing brain regions on the left. The phonological code retrieval stage through to the

generation of an articulatory score is the area of processing implicated by the cur-

rent work. Phonological code retrieval begins the phonological stage of production

by selecting the phonological information stored in the brain between 200-400 ms

after stimulus onset in picture naming tasks. Syllabification proceeds between 330

and 455 ms after stimulus onset in the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus. From this

point forms undergo the segmental level phonological processing, such as the as-

similation in voicing of the plural marker. The form is then converted into an articu-

latory representation.
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picture O ms

+conceptual preparation

lexical concept
175 ms

+lemma retrieval

multiple lemmas
+lemma selection

target lemma 250 ms

lexical
phonological output

code

+segmental spell-out
segments 330 ms

+syllabification
phonological word 455 ms

+phonetic encoding

articulatory scores 600 ms
+

articulation

Figure 5. Model from lndefrey and Levelt (2004) showing the time course and location information
for various components of speech production.

The study reported in Sahin, Pinker, Cash, Schomer, and Halgren (2009)

provides additional neurological evidence for the productivity of phonological al-
ternations. Electrodes were implanted in the brains of three patients with epilepsy

who were undergoing clinical evaluation. Local field potentials were recorded

while the participant was engaged in a speech production task. Three distinct re-

gions of processing emerged from the study. Brain regions were differentially acti-
vated during tasks that required lexical, inflectional and phonological processing.

The activity that was recorded at -450 ms after stimulus onset is attributed to pho-
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nological transformations such as the addition of schwa, [a], between the past tense

marker [-d] and the end of the verb stem in forms such as 'patted', [paerad]. The

time course of phonological activity found in the Sahin et al. (2009) study supports

the time course information determined by the meta-analysis in lndefrey and Levelt
(2004).

The cases cited above provide evidence that phonological alternations are

not simply memorized but are instead processed during speech production. The

harder question is how are these processes represented in the mind of the speaker?

The convention adopted in this dissertation is to present phonological processes in
terms of rules that take the form A becomes B in the environment of C. For exam-

ple, /p/ > [ph]/ #_V, the phoneme 'p' becomes aspirated word-initially before a
vowel. This format is used in order to remain as agnostic as possible with respect to

the details of phonological theory. The rule format requires little theoretical back-

ground to discuss. It may not, however, be the way in which phonological proc-

esses are encoded in the mind of the speaker. Other options that have been ex-

plored by researchers include constraint-based models and probabilistic models.

While any or none of these models may be an accurate representation of phonol-

ogical processing, they make certain predictions with respect to what a processing

error would look like. Because OT and probabilistic models incorporate the con-

cept of markedness and frequency, errors should result in an output that is less
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marked or with a higher frequency of occurrence in that language. For example, all

other influences being equal, the target utterance 'bad' would be more likely to be

produced in error as 'bat' instead of 'bag' since the voiceless segment [t] in the

coda is less marked than a voiced segment [g]. Without the concept of markedness,

OT would predict that an error in processing should result in a random output. Rule

based theories predict that there should be errors resulting from a rule that failed to

apply. For example, the rule aspirating voiceless stops in English should fail, pro-

ducing errors of the form [pit] for target [phit] .

It is, however, entirely possible that phonological processes are repre-

sented in a way that is yet unknown and that an error in processing could be diffi-

cult or impossible to detect by the methods used in this dissertation.

Although the concept of an abstract, underlying form of a word that gains

context-based phonetic information is fundamental to a model of phonology, it is

less of a focus in psychological models of speech production, as seen in the next

section.

1 .3 Models of language use

Models of language production have been developed by psychologists on

the basis of behavioural evidence such as speech errors, recall, and lexical decision
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tasks. This differs from linguistic evidence, which is gathered from speakers as they

would normally produce spoken language in addition to their judgements of what

is an acceptable utterance. In addition, psychological models do not account for

the /kaet/ > [kh2et] type of derivation that linguistic theories address.

Despite these differences, the function of the component that processes

speech sounds, termed phonological encoding by Levelt (1989), is the same for

each field: "Its function is to retrieve or build a phonetic or articulatory plan for

each lemma and for the utterance as a whole." (Levelt, 1989, p. 12). This section

outlines models of phonological processing developed within the field of psychol-

ogy. The first is a procedural model developed by Levelt and the second is a spread-

ing activation model developed by Dell (1986). Both models stress two independ-

ent streams of information: the structure of the speech sounds and the content

within that structure. Structures include positional information within a word or a

syllable while content refers to segments such as [b] or [n] and features such as

[voiced] or [nasal]. This separation is necessary to account for the patterns found in

speech error data, for example, that errors tend to involve the confusion of two

similar items, either content or structure. For example, while the sounds [t] and [d]

interfere with each other because they differ only by the feature voice, the syllable

position onset may also interfere with another onset.

Levelt (1989) presents a thorough look at speech production through all

levels of processing from concept to articulation. For my purposes, I will concen-
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trate on the section relevant to the processing of speech sounds called phonological

encoding illustrated by Figure 6. According to Levelt's model, information flows

through several processing stages including a morphological level that assembles

word chunks, a metrical level that assigns stress, and a segmental level that assem-

bles the required phonemes. Each level then sends its output to a component called

the prosody generator, which produces an address frame appropriate for the utter-

ance. The address frame is a structure that defines syllable and metrical structure at

the word and utterance level. This address frame and the segmental information are

then fed into the phonetic spellout component, which combines the segmental

contents to the address frame resulting in the phonetic plan. These levels of proc-

essing correspond to the linguists' view of a modular grammar.
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Figure 6. Model of phonological encoding (from Levelt, 1993).

The separation of address frame and segmental content is fundamental to

psychological models of speech production and is the result of evidence from
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speech errors and tip of the tongue phenomena. The spreading activation model
presented by Dell (1986) differs from Levelt's procedural model in mechanics but

the separation of content from frame is maintained.

Spreading activation processes information over a network of connected

nodes. Dell's model, illustrated by Figure 7, has word level, semantic, syntactic,
and morphological level nodes. Within the phonological stratum, there are pho-
neme, syllable structure, and feature nodes. During phonological processing, con-
tents are requested by the syllable's onset node and the most highly activated onset
then spreads activation to its feature nodes. The activation for the onset node falls to

zero and the nucleus node becomes the active node. The evidence that shows er-

rors conforming to syllable structure, that is, onsets are confused with other onsets,

can be accounted for by the activation level of a recently selected syllable structure
nodes. This model also captures the similarity constraint in speech errors, in which
phones are confused with similar phones, i.e., phones that share features. Similar

phones are closely connected in the network and the activation of one will spread
to the other. Occasionally, this spread of activation will result in the selection of an

incorrect phone.
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Figure 7. Dell's spreading activation model (from Dell, 1986).



More recent work expands Dell's spreading activation model to account

for the influence of different levels of processing on speech errors through a

mechanism of cascading activation (Goldrick, 2006; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006).

An example of a phenomenon that can be accounted for by cascading activation is

the lexical bias effect in speech errors. Several studies report that the outcome of a

speech error is more likely to result in a real word (Dell & Reich, 1 981; Baars, Mot-

ley, & MacKay, 1 975; Dell, 1 986). Cascading activation accounts for the lexical

bias effect through the interaction of activated forms. In attempting to produce the

form 'cat' other, similar lexical items such as 'cab' are also activated. In failing to

produce the target 'cat', the speaker is more likely to produce the partially activated

word 'cab' than a form that was not partially activated such as the nonword 'cag'.

The model presented in Goldrick and Blumstein (2006) extends the con-

cept of cascading activation between lexical selection and phonological processing

to include cascading activation between phonological and articulatory processing.

The results of their study reveal that in errors of target [k] produced as [g], there re-

mains a phonetic trace of the intended [k]. Voice onset time (VOT) is the measure

that distinguishes [k] from [g]. In these errors, the resulting [g] has a longer mean

VOT, closer to that of a typical [k]. They conclude that the intended [k] was par-

tially activated during production.
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Both types of model presented here are able to account for the patterns

found in speech errors by separating structure from content. Levelt's is a procedural

model that processes information in sequential stages whereas Dell's spreading ac-

tivation model uses associations to fuse the various streams of information. More

recent work extends the spreading activation to include the blending of information

from various processing levels (Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006). These psychological

models are similar to linguistic models of sound production in their stated purpose:

to take input from the lexicon and the syntactic processing stage and specify the

phonetic information of an utterance. They differ in the type of evidence used to

produce the models. Linguists seek language data that reflect how it would nor-

mally be produced. Psychologists, on the other hand, use evidence from speech

errors, half-remembered words, the confusability of sounds, and reaction times.

These distinct types of evidence have led to differences in linguistic and psycho-

logical models of speech production. Notice that psychological models do not ac-

count for the /kast/ > [khset] type of derivation and that the linguistic theories that

account for such derivations do not account for speech errors.

1 .4 Previous speech error studies

The study of speech errors has uncovered many regularities in speech

production. Common error types include anticipations, perseverations, exchanges,
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deletions and additions. Speech errors tend to fall into specific patterns; similar

segments interfere with each other, as do items in the same syllable position. These

patterns have been taken to reflect the units involved in the planning of speech. Ex-

amples of all of these types of errors as well as the units involved in errors are re-

produced in Table 3 from Dell (1986, p. 285).

Table 3. Example of speech error types from Dell (1 986)

Error type Example Unit involved

Exchange

Exchange

Exchange

Exchange

Anticipation

Anticipation

Perseveration

Anticipatory addition

Perseveratory addition

Shift

Deletion

Noncontextual substitution

York library -» lorkyibrary

spill beer -? speer bill
snow flurries -* flow snurries

clear blue -? glear plue

reading list -? leading list
couch is comfortable -? com/is

beef noodle -? beef needle

eerie stamp -? steerie stamp

blue bug -? blue blug

black boxes -? back bloxes

same state -? same sate

department -? jepartment

Phoneme

Rime constituent

Consonant cluster

Feature

Phoneme

Syllable or rime
Phoneme

Consonant cluster

Phoneme

Phoneme

Phoneme

Phoneme
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Noncontextual addition winning -? winnding Phoneme
Noncontextual deletion tremendously -+ tremenly Syllable

Early studies relied on the transcription of errors by the researcher as they

were heard in everyday speech (Meringer & Mayer, 1896; Boomer & Laver, 1968;

Fromkin, 1 971 ). Some speech error collections are extensive, such as the Meringer

and Mayor (1 896) corpus with over 8000 examples, as well as Fromkin's corpus,

with close to 4000 entries (Fromkins Speech Error Database, 2000). Although col-

lecting natural speech errors provided a useful starting point for uncovering the ba-

sic patterns in speech errors listed above, as well as other patterns, such as the lexi-

cal bias (errors are more likely to result in a real word), and an anticipatory bias

(anticipation errors outnumber perseveration errors) (Dell, Burger & Svec, 1997),

this approach has several problems associated with it. First, a lot of time and pa-

tience is required to collect natural speech errors this way. Second, potential biases

in the perception of errors exist due to the tendency of language perceivers to "re-

pair" speech errors produced by others (Goldstein, 1980).

In response to these issues associated with the collection of natural

speech errors, methodologies were developed to induce speech errors in the lab.

Baars and Motley (1 974) and Motley and Baars (1 976) introduce the SLIP tech-
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nique2, which uses priming to induce errors. Word pairs are presented that prime

segments in certain contexts and then the participant is asked to produce a new

word pair that either matches the primed pattern or doesn't. For example, the initial

segments [b] and [p] are primed with pairs such as 'Book Pole' and the reverse pat-

tern is shown 'Pear Boot'. Errors result when the participant produces the new word

pair with the primed pattern, resulting in the utterance 'Bear Poot'. Tongue twisters

are also used to induce speech errors in the lab (Wilshire, 1999). The errors that re-

sult from these laboratory techniques were found to be comparable to natural

speech errors (Stemberger, 1992; Wilshire, 1999). Not only do these techniques

speed up the collection process, it also allows for control in targeting specific proc-

esses or units and for speech errors to be recorded for instrumental analysis.

Instrumental analysis of speech errors

Instrumental analysis is responsible for another important advance in

speech error research; the discovery of sub-phonemic errors. Sub-phonemic errors

are errors involving units that are smaller than a phoneme such as a feature. Feature

errors were first reported by Fromkin (1 971 ) with the error 'clear blue sky > 'glear

plue sky' where the voicing feature of the [b] is anticipated on the [k] in 'clear' re-

sulting in a voiced [g]. However, they were considered too rare to be relevant for

2 Spoonerisms of Laboratory Induced Predisposition
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theory building. In fact, sub-phonemic errors are difficult to perceive naturally and
instrumental techniques must be used to reliably detect any error in their produc-
tion.

Instrumental techniques have been used in several studies to show the ex-

istence of sub-phonemic level errors. Mowrey and MacKay (1990) investigated in-
duced speech errors using electromyographic (EMG) recordings of tongue move-
ments. The results showed a high number of sub-phonemic intrusions and gradient
productions as well as gradient deletions. The EMG recordings of the tongue
twister, 'She sells seashells by the seashore', showed a labialized [s], which is not a

feature normally associated with this segment. The labial component was inter-

preted as an intrusion from the labial component of an [fl elsewhere in the tongue

twister. This labialization was not perceived in the audio recordings, however, sup-
porting the view that errors at this level are difficult to perceive unaided.

Of the 1 50 tokens analyzed, 48 contained errors. Gradient deletion or

transposition errors accounted for 43 errors while only 5 were characterized as
fully deleted segments. This result indicates that not only are sub-phonemic errors
possible but they are far more common than phoneme or feature-level errors.

This study presents several important findings. First, sub-phonemic and
even sub-featural errors occur. Second, these errors are not generally perceived
without instrumental analysis. Third, errors can be made after phoneme selection
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and phonological rule implementation, contrary to the models presented in

MacKay (1970), Fromkin (1971), Shattuck-Hufnagel (1983) and Stemberger (1983).

Articulatory techniques were also used in the study reported by Pouplier

(2003) that support the results of Mowrey and MacKay (1 990) by demonstrating that

a gesture from one segment can intrude on the production of another segment.

Tongue, lip and jaw movements were recorded using an electromagnetic midsagit-

tal articulometer (EMMA). Data from nine participants producing two-word combi-

nations, e.g., top cop, was included in the analysis. The normal production of the

[k] in 'cop' includes raising the tongue dorsum (TD) while the production of the [t]

in 'top' includes the raising of the tongue tip (TT). Errors were determined by calcu-

lating the mean height of a gesture during the control trials. Gestures that fell two
standard deviations outside of this mean were counted as errors. The results showed

considerable intrusion errors. For example, the raised tongue back (TD) was fre-

quently produced during the [t] and tongue tip (TT) gesture was produced during

the [k]. The error rate for [t] was 39% and 32% for [k]. Of these errors 76% were

gesture intrusion errors during the production of [t] and 83% during [k]. Gesture

reduction errors accounted for 10% of the [t] errors and 8% of the [k] errors. As in

Mowrey and MacKay (1 990), most of these errors were found to be partial rather
than full intrusion or deletion errors.

A similar study using acoustic analysis is reported in Frisch and Wright

(2002). This study measured the percent voicing from productions of word-initial [s]
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and [?] tokens that were induced using tongue twisters. All productions were in-

cluded in the analysis, not only those deemed to be errors. Values for voicing fell

along the continuum between these two sounds. These values are reproduced in
Table 4.

Table 4. Percent voicing results for [s] and [z] from Frisch and Wright (2002)

Intended segment

Percent voicing /s/ /z/

0% 324 56

0-5% 25 8

5-10% 13 24

10-30% 12 39

30-60% 4 23

60-100% 6 33

100% 13 252

Total 397 435

The percent voicing measure typical of [s] is 0% while a [z] can have par-

tial devoicing, it is normally produced with a percent voicing of 60% or higher

(Haggard, 1978; Smith, 1997). The results for percent voicing show that both [s]

and [z] were produced with various values of voicing along this continuum, con-
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firming through acoustic measures the results found using articulatory techniques in

Mowrey and MacKay (1990) and Pouplier (2003). Further, because of the high

number of tokens that were produced at the end points, [z] produced with 0%

voicing and [s] produced with 1 00% voicing, this study indicates that errors are

categorical as well as gradient.

Goldrick and Blumstein (2006) presented further evidence to support the

existence of sub-phonemic errors. Tongue twisters were designed to induce errors

on word-initial stops, e.g., keff geff geff keff. Forms that were determined perceptu-

ally to be errors were paired with perceived correct productions. Data from five

participants yielded 2400 tokens. Voiceless consonants were produced as voiced in

58 tokens and voiced consonants were produced as voiceless in 40 tokens. An

analysis of voice onset time (VOT), the acoustic measure that distinguishes a voiced

from a voiceless stop, was performed. This analysis revealed that the VOT of the er-

ror tokens was skewed towards the VOT of the target. The correctly produced
voiced consonants had a mean VOT of 21 .03 ms while the voiceless consonants

incorrectly produced as voiced had a mean VOT of 25.63 ms, which was significant

different, ? < .005. Voiced consonants incorrectly produced as voiceless had a

mean VOT of 68.28 ms which was significantly different, ? < .05, from the voice-
less tokens with a mean VOT of 76.31 ms.
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Before these studies showed that sub-phonemic errors do, in fact, occur, it

was believed that all errors nonetheless resulted in the correct surface phonology.

This accommodation is obtained when the phonology is appropriate for the new,

erroneous environment instead of the intended environment (Boomer & Laver,

1 968; Fromkin, 1 971 ). For example, in the error 'track cows' [traek kaewz] for target

'cow tracks' [kaew traeks], the slipped [s] assimilates to its new environment as [z]

(Fromkin, 1973). Morphology level errors have been found that fail to accommo-

date, for example, 'Der (masculine) Christa und die (feminine) Helmut' for intended

'der Helmut und die Christa' (Berg, 1987). However, accommodation is considered

the norm by speech error researchers (Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971; Gar-

ret, 1975; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979; Stemberger, 1982). Accommodation is cited as

evidence for the order of processing of the two levels involved: 1 ) speech planning,

the level of phonological encoding where errors are generated, and 2) the phonol-

ogy, where the rules are applied. This ordering has been formalized in the speech

production models of Fromkin (1971) and Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979, 1983).

Because sub-phonemic errors can only be reliably detected through in-

strumental analysis, it could be that accommodation does not always hold since an

incorrect surface phonology would be difficult to perceive. The question of phonol-
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ogical accommodation and the processing order of the two components must be
readdressed.

1.4.1 Errors in Syntax

Errors that are attributed to the syntactic level are usually lexical selection
errors. Lexical selection errors provide evidence for the psychological reality of syn-
tactic categories in the same way that they do for phonological units. Jn lexical se-

lection errors, the target and the errors are generally of the same syntactic category,
so that a noun is replaced by another noun, a verb by another verb and so on (Noo-
teboom, 1973; Fromkin, 1973). An example from Fromkin (1973) illustrates an er-

ror in which two nouns in the same sentence are switched, 'a computer in our own
laboratory > a laboratory in our own computer'.

More rare are discussions about syntactic transformation errors. This type
of error would be the result of a syntactic transformation failing to apply or apply-
ing in the wrong context. Attempts have been made to determine if errors of syntac-
tic rule processing occur. Transformational errors have been analyzed by Fay (1980)
and Chen and Baars (1992). While some errors do seem to reflect transformational

rule failure and over-application, there seem to be alternative explanations by
mechanisms already known to exist.
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Fay (1 980) describes cases from a collection of over 4000 naturally occur-

ring speech errors collected over a five year period. Various transformational errors

are presented, including an error of Subject Auxiliary Inversion (SAI), listed in the

error analysis in Table 5. The analysis suggests that the error is due to the failure of

SAI to create the conditions necessary for the Affix-Hopping rule to apply.

Table 5. Analysis of an error as a syntactic transformation error

Target - And what did he say?

Error - And what he said?

and Q he PAST say WHAT Underlying Structure
and WHAT he PAST say Wh-Fronting
and WHAT he PAST say *SAI (omitted)
and WHAT he say+PAST Affix-Hopping
and what he said Morphophonemics

Fay concludes by presenting a counter argument to one of the cases of

apparent transformational rule error. In some cases, tense placement rules can be

explained by phonological errors that are already known to exist. For example, the

error 'He always know whats to say' for the target 'He always knows what to say'

could be analyzed as a displaced segment [s] instead of a mis-applied tense forma-
tion rule.
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A second problem with this approach pointed out both by Chen and

Baars (1992) and Fromkin (1980) is that the analysis of transformational rule errors

is dependent on the theory that describes the structures of the rules themselves. As

the theory changes, so does the description of the rule and the predicted errors that

would arise from their failing.

Chen and Baars (1 992) designed an experiment to induce transformation

errors. Sixty participants were asked to memorize two sentences that paraphrase the

targeted error. For example, the two paraphrased sentences for the target error
'What could have I done with the checkV are 'What have I done with the check?'

and 'What could I have done with the check?'. They were then shown one of the

two paraphrased sentences and cued to either repeat this sentence or to produce

the other paraphrased sentence they had originally memorized.

The results were presented as successful. Nine of the ten error target sen-

tences were elicited using this technique. The reasons for the errors, however, are

not clear. Although the stimuli were constructed to induce errors, the results seem

to be in line primarily with inducing sentence blends. The error sentence was con-

structed, it seems, based on what the authors thought the two component sentences

could have been to create a sentence that was a blend. While it is impossible to say

that none of the errors induced were transformational, priming a participant with

two similar sentences logically could result in a blend of those two sentences.



These two studies do not provide conclusive evidence of transformational

errors. In fact, they highlight that what appear to be transformational errors can be
classified as other, more well known types of errors. The existence of transforma-
tional errors, therefore, has yet to be demonstrated.



Chapter 2: Research Framework

Recent work in instrumental analysis of speech errors has uncovered the

existence of sub-phonemic errors through articulatory studies (Mowrey & MacKay,

1990; Pouplier, 2003) that have revealed gestural intrusions and gradient produc-

tions that are too difficult to detect without instrumental analysis. Acoustic studies

have confirmed gradient productions and identified feature errors (Guest, 2002;

Gormley & Thomson, 2007) as well as determined that gradient errors alone are not

sufficient to account for error patterns (Frisch & Wright, 2002). Further, it has been

found that a phonetic trace of the target persists in the error (Goldrick & Blumstein,

2006).

Given the success of instrumental analysis for detecting sub-phonemic

speech errors, researchers are in a position to test assumptions that had been de-

cided based solely on transcription studies. One of these assumptions is that errors

are accommodated so that the surface phonology adjusts to suit the error. If errors

are generated in a separate speech planning component, then accommodation has

implications for the ordering of these components. If the surface phonology is al-

ways correct, then phonological processing must occur after the error. If accommo-

dation does not always hold, then errors can be made after phonological process-

ing.

40
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A further implication of accommodation is that phonological processing
is always correctly executed and that errors at this level never occur. Both of these

assumptions are tested in this dissertation.

Experiment 1 tested the long-held assumption of phonological accommo-

dation: that phonological rules suit the outcome of an error. For example, consider
the English rule of vowel lengthening before word-final voiced consonants.3 In the

hypothetical error 'sat cad' [saet khas:d] for intended 'sad cat' [sseid khast], illustrated

by Figure 8, it is assumed that the vowel in 'cad' should be long, having adjusted to
the voiced coda 'd' even though it would have been short due to the voiceless ? of
the intended utterance.

Input 'sad cat'

Speech Planning

Phonology

sat cad sa:d cat

\ I
sat ca:d sa:t cad

Phonology

Speech Planning

Figure 8. Two possible processing orders of the target utterance 'sad cat'. Errors occur at the speech

planning level.

3 This rule could also be formulated as vowel shortening before a voiceless coda.
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If it is true that phonological rules always accommodate to the new, erro-

neous output, then we have evidence for two separate processing components

since the phonological rule component is always processed after the error is made

and no errors should arise during phonological processing since the surface pho-

nology is always correct. An acoustic analysis of speakers producing tongue twist-

ers reveals that this assumption is wrong and that the phonology does not always

match the error. These mismatch errors have three possible sources; they could oc-

cur during phonological rule processing, during motor-level articulatory implemen-

tation, or at a level of speech planning between these two stages.

What does an error during phonological processing look like? An error

made during phonological processing could result in a failure of a phonological

rule to apply. For example, in the processing of 'cat' from underlying /kast/ to fully

specified [khaet], the rule that aspirates the /k/ could fail to apply, resulting in the

form [kaet]. If this were to occur, it could be perceived by a listener as [gaet] or, the

error may not even be noticed. Due to the difficulty in perceiving this hypothesized

type of error, it would not be surprising to find that they exist but have never been

detected. Experiment 2 tested the possibility that mismatch errors are errors of pho-

nological processing by determining whether these errors are more frequent in

forms that involve the processing of phonological rules compared with forms that
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lack the rule. Experiment 3 tested another possible source of mismatch errors,

motor-level articulatory implementation.

The third possible source is a speech planning level after phonological

rules are processed but before the motor level implementation. The term speech

planning is used to describe a level at which errors occur in models of language

use. Errors are associated with various levels of production, including lexical access

and morphological processing so speech planning levels can be assumed to be as-

sociated with each of these error types.

The hypotheses to be tested in this dissertation are:

1) All errors are accommodated.

This is the current default assumption based on the results of transcription

studies.

2) Phonological transformations are processed during speech production

and are prone to errors that are detectible by acoustic analysis.

There are converging lines of evidence to support the view that phonol-

ogical alternations such as the voicing assimilation of the English plural marker IsI

are not simply memorized but are processed during production. This process

should be vulnerable to error especially during increased cognitive load.
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3) Mismatch errors are motor-level errors.

If mismatch errors are similar to known motor-level errors, they may also
be motor level errors and be produced during articulatory implementation.

The present investigation assumes a model of speech production that con-
sists of the different processing levels shown in Table 6. It assumes that one of these

levels is responsible for phonological transformations. One or both of these as-

sumptions may prove to be false.

Table 6. Steps assumed in speech production

Step Process

1 Phoneme selection and ordering
2 Phonological rules
3 Output Level
4 Motor level implementation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows; Chapter 3 pre-
sents a tongue twister experiment that demonstrates errors do not always accom-

modate to the surface phonological context, contrary to the view that accommoda-

tion dominates. Potential sources for these errors are after phonological processing
or at the level of phonological processing itself. An experiment is presented in
Chapter 4 that tests if these errors are made during the processing of phonological
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rules. If the phonology is a source of errors, then more errors should be present for

forms that require phonological processing. This experiment can be viewed as a test

of phonological processing itself; if phonological processing occurs using the
mechanisms described by transformational theories, then we should detect errors of

the implementation of those mechanisms. A third experiment is presented in Chap-
ter 5 that tests whether mismatch errors are made after phonological processing
(i.e., during articulatory implementation). This experiment uses delayed auditory
feedback to induce motor-level errors that are then compared to the mismatch er-

rors induced in Experiment 1 . These experiments are designed to pinpoint the

source of mismatch errors. Chapter 6 presents a computational model that illus-

trates the proposed steps in processing necessitated by the results of Experiment 1 .

The results of these experiments show that mismatch errors do not occur during
phonological processing, or at the motor level and must therefore be the result of

the processing step after phonological rules but before motor implementation.



Chapter 3: Experiment 1

Speech errors are generally assumed to accommodate to the unintended

environment. This accommodation provides evidence for the ordering relationship

between the processing component responsible for phonological assimilation and

the component that is the locus of errors. When a segment accommodates, it

means that the error must have been made before the level at which phonological

processes are implemented. Previous work on accommodation relied on transcrip-
tion to detect whether an error has accommodated to its new environment (Boomer

& Laver 1968; Meara & Ellis, 1981). Given that transcription-based studies are

proneto perceptual bias errors (Goldstein, 1980; Cutler, 1981; Pouplier & Gold-

stein, 2005), the conclusion that accommodation is the norm is questionable.

An instrumental analysis of speech errors was conducted to re-address the

question of phonological accommodation. Thirty-two nonword tongue twisters,

e.g., tifftivv tivv tiff, were designed to induce voicing errors on the coda. Because

vowel lengthening before voiced codas is a phonological process in English, vowel

length can be measured to see if phonological accommodation has occurred. Errors

are determined for each participant based on comparison with measures for per-

cent voicing and vowel duration in a control condition.

Transcription studies on phonological accommodation are at a disadvan-

tage given the difficulties in perceiving errors at a phonetic level. Acoustic analysis
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removes this perceptual issue, yielding a more objective result. Given that errors

occur at all levels of speech production - semantic, morphological and phonologi-

cal, it would not be surprising to find that errors can occur after phonological proc-

essing but before the formation of an articulatory plan.

3.1 Method

Several tongue twisters were designed to induce voicing errors in the

coda of nonwords. Nonwords were used to minimize any semantic or frequency

effects that might be associated with the use of words. Given the phonological rule

that lengthens vowels before voiced codas, vowels were measured to determine if

their length was appropriate for the voicing of the coda. For example, in the twister

tlfftivv tivv tiff, all vowels and coda fricatives were measured to determine if vowels

were long in tivv [ti:v] but short in tiff [tif].

3.1.1 Participants

Thirty Carleton University students received course credit for participating

in the study. Due to the many fine-grained analyses required for the acoustic meas-

urements, only data from the first six male students are included in this dissertation.

Each participant was a native speaker of English with no reported history of speech

or hearing problems.
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3.1.2 Materials

Recordings were made in a sound attenuated booth through a head-

mounted microphone to a Sony HiMD mini disc recorder. Trials were presented on

a laptop screen using PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993).

Acoustic analysis was done using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2008) and statistical

analysis was performed in SPSS.

Stimulus sets were created by combining [t] or [k] as the initial segment, [e],

[?], [?] and [ae] as the vowels and [v], [f], [s] and [z] as the final segment. Three

blocks were created; the control block combined stimuli in a non-alternating AAAA

pattern (tivv tivv tivv tivv) whereas the two identical experimental conditions cre-

ated tongue twisters by combining stimuli in an alternating ABBA pattern (tivv tiff

tiff tivv).

3.1.3 Procedure

Each trial began with 12 metronome clicks played at a rate of three clicks

per second.4 This set the pace by which the tongue twisters were to be produced.

Next, a four- 'word' tongue twister was presented on the computer screen. Each of

the 96 four-'word' sequences was repeated three times each at the rate established

by the metronome. The participant then pressed a key to advance to the next trial.

There was a 4 second lag between utterances during which time the metronome

4 This procedure was adapted from Coldrick and Blumstein (2006).
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played. A practice session of three trials preceded the experimental trials and two

optional breaks were provided. The entire experimental procedure lasted approxi-
mately twenty minutes.

3.2 Results

Unlike other speech error studies, all data were analyzed, not only those

tokens that were perceived by the researcher as errors. This method was also used

by Frisch and Wright (2002) and eliminates the perceptual bias inherent in the per-
ception of speech. The combined spectrogram/waveform in Figure 9 shows how the

segments were delineated. The uppermost panel shows the waveform, the middle

panel shows the spectrogram and the bottom panel shows the text grid with the

segmentation for the token tiss.
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Figure 9. Spectrogram and waveform of a token oftiss showing segmentation.

Scripts were run in Praat to extract the percent voiceless measures from

the fricatives and the duration for the vowels for both conditions for each partici-

pant. As expected, the initial consonant did not make a significant difference in

vowel duration or voicing of codas and these data were not analyzed separately.

Due to the process used to design the stimuli, one of the tokens used in the ex-

periment was the word 'kiss' and others were phonological words such as [Uf],

'tough', [lovf], 'cuff and [kAs], 'cuss'. No differential effect was found on error rates

between the nonwords and the orthographic and phonological words.
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A range of normal values was defined to be within two standard devia-

tions of the mean computed for the control condition for each participant. All to-

kens in the experimental condition were categorized as normal or erroneous based

on this range, as illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Mean durations for vowels preceding voiceless and voiced codas for a single participant.

The mean duration of vowels before voiceless codas is 91 ms with a SD (standard deviation) of 18

ms yielding, a range of 9 1 +/- (18x2) = 55- 127 ms. The mean vowel length before voiced codas is

163 ms with a SD of 25, yielding a range of 163 +/- (25x2) = 113-213 ms.

Tokens with values that were more than two standard deviations from the

mean were considered errors. Mismatch errors were defined as when the vowel
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length did not correspond to the voicing value of the coda fricative, such as when

the token tiff [tif] was determined to have a long vowel and the coda fricative was

determined to be voiceless [ti:f] . There was a considerable grey area in the determi-

nation of the range of normal values for each participant. Because values for the

categories voiced and voiceless as well as vowel duration were on a continuum, a

vowel's duration could be a value that falls within a normal range for either long or

short, as shown in Figure 1 1 . These indeterminate cases were not classifiable.
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Figure 7 7. Mean durations for vowels before voiced and voiceless codas for a single participant

showing considerable overlap. The mean duration for short vowels is 7 76 ms, SD 30. Long vowel

duration is 746 ms, SD 24.
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As shown in Table 7, of the 4790 tokens produced by participants in the

experimental conditions, 872 were errors. Of those, 513 were vowel length errors,

293 were fricative voicing errors, and 66 were both length and voicing errors.

Table 7. Error distribution by type

Error type N %
Vowel Length 513 10.9
Fricative Voicing 293 6.2
Both 66 1 .4
Total Errors 872 1 8.5

As shown in Table 8, of those 872 errors, 355 are mismatch errors, 66 are

accommodated, and 451 are unclassifiable.

Table 8. Error classification

Error class N %
Mismatch 355 40.7
Accommodated 66 7.6
Unclassifiable 451 51.7
Total Errors 872
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3.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 show that not all errors accommodate to the

erroneous environment. By analyzing all tokens and determining the normal range
of production for each participant, an unbiased view of speech errors is obtained.
That errors can be phonologically inappropriate for their environment shows that

phonological rules are not consistently processed after the error is made (see Figure
6). This suggests that the assumption made by transcription-based research that

speech errors must occur before the phonological processing component is wrong.
There is, however, another possible interpretation of this result. Phonologists do not
study errors and as a result they have no explanation for their occurrence within

phonological competence models. What if the notion that errors can arise during
the processing of phonological rules was considered? What would an error of this

type look like? The answer is that an error of phonological rule processing, (i.e., the
failure of a phonological rule to apply) would look just like the data collected in
Experiment 1 . Table 9 indicates the division of mismatch errors into process errors.
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Table 9. Mismatch errors by process error

Count %

a. ÍAÍ > Uv

b. tA:v > tA:f

C. ??:? > TAV

d. Uf > tAif

Under this interpretation, the phonology is inappropriate to the environ-

ment in the mismatch cases not because the error happened after the phonology

was processed but because the error was the failure of the phonological rule to ap-

ply. Assuming that the vowel length rule applies to underlying short vowels to pro-

duce long vowels and not the other way around, we would predict that there

should be more length errors for target forms that should undergo this rule. As is

shown in Table 1 0, this is, in fact, what was found.

Table 1 0. Proportion of length mismatch errors for target voiced and voiceless to-
kens

Target voiced Target voiceless
Mismatch/Length Errors 102/158 38/197
Percent 65% 19%

158 44.6

56 15.8

102 28.8

38 10.7
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The results of Experiment 1 show that the surface phonology does not al-
ways conform to its erroneous environment. This result can be interpreted two
ways. First, this could show that errors can, contrary to previous assumptions, be
made after phonological rules, perhaps due to an implementation error at the mo-

tor level. Second, that the errors observed could be attributed to the phonological
rule component itself (i.e., the result of a rule failing to apply). Data from Experi-
ment 1 were insufficient to allow a choice between these possibilities and so two

further experiments were designed to tease these possibilities apart.



Chapter 4: Experiment 2

Experiment 1 revealed mismatch errors, demonstrating that the phonology

does not always conform to the surface environment. This result could indicate that

errors are made after phonological processing, during motor-level implementation,

or it could be evidence that errors occur during phonological processing. While the

results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the second view, they cannot be used to

conclusively choose between the alternatives.

Experiment 2 was designed to test the fallibility of phonological rules. This

assumes that there is some kind of process that operates on an input, producing a

distinct output. Although different theories assume different mechanisms - rules in

generative phonology and constraints in optimality theory - this test can generalize

to any procedural theory. Experiment 2 was designed to determine if mismatch er-

rors could be the result of a breakdown in phonological processing by comparing
two sets of tokens; one set that contained a rule and a second set that did not.

4.1 Method

Two sets of stimuli were administered. One set consisted of forms that

undergo a phonological process while the other set lacked this process. The fre-

quency of errors was then compared to see if the condition that involves the appli-

cation of a phonological rule had more errors than the tokens with no phonological
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processing. If there are more errors in the phonological rule condition, it suggests

that errors from within the phonological processing component are possible.

4.1.1 Participants

Speech samples were obtained from sixteen native speakers of North

American English with no history of speech or hearing problems. Participants were

Carleton University students and received course credit for participating.

4.1.2 Materials

The recording equipment and configuration used in this experiment was

the same as that used in Experiment 1 .

Experiment 2 contained two sets of stimuli: one set targeted the phonol-

ogical process of flapping and the other targeted the phonological process of

schwa-insertion in past tense formation.5 In each set, the stimulus that involves a

process was paired with a stimulus that does not involve a process but is as close in

form as possible. The division of these sets is provided in Table 1 1 . This allowed for

a direct comparison of the frequency of errors in each case.

Table 1 1 . Sets of stimuli used in Experiment 2

5 The form futter could arguably have a flap as its input instead of deriving the flap from an underlying IXl.
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Set Process Token Sentence

A Flapping futter This is a futter now
None fubber This ¡s a fubber now

B Schwa insertion kawded Last week, I kawded outside
None kawdid Hey Look, a kawdid is here

In the flapping group, the nonword containing a flap, futter, was com-
pared to the form fubber which does not undergo such a process. Each nonword
was produced within the carrier sentence 'This is a now'.

The second group targeted the phonological phenomenon of schwa inser-
tion in the past tense when the base morpheme ends with the alveolar stops /t/ or
IaI. This process is illustrated by forms such as divided [divajrad] and knitted

[nirsd] as opposed to forms like pushed [püj"t] or signed [sajnd]. The semantic con-

text for the past tense for the nonword kawded was cued by the carrier sentence
'Last week, I outside'. In the non-past tense sentence, context was given for
a monomorphem ic, nonword noun, kawdid by the carrier sentence 'Hey look, ais here'.

4.1.3 Procedure



Each participant was tested individually in a sound attenuated booth in

front of a laptop on which the stimuli were presented using SuperLab 4 (Abboud,

Shultz, & Zeitlin, 2008). After a short practice session, the stimuli were presented

and recording began. In the control condition, participants produced each of the

200 target sentences at their own pace. The participants were responsible for press-

ing a key to begin each trial and were able to take a break and a sip of water

whenever they wished. The experimental condition, on the other hand, automati-

cally presented each of the 480 sentences every 1 500 ms in order to speed up the

participant's production and to encourage errors. This condition was divided into
three four-minute sessions to allow for a break in between each session. The entire

experimental procedure lasted approximately twenty-five minutes.

4.2 Results

As in Experiment 1, acoustic measurements were made using Praat and

statistical analysis was performed using SPSS.

Experiment 2a compared the error rates of forms that undergo the rule of

flapping to forms that do not, for example, futter vs. fubber. Experiment 2b com-

pared forms that undergo the phonological rule of schwa insertion in past tense

formation to those that do not, for example, kawded vs. kawdid. They both tested

the hypothesis that forms which undergo an additional process are more prone to
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errors. This hypothesis was tested by comparing the error rates of tokens that are

closely matched in form, but that differ in the presence or absence of a process.

4.2.1 Experiment 2a, flapping

An acoustic analysis was performed on data from thirteen participants to
determine the normal range of values from the control condition for measures of

percent voicing and duration.6 Measures of these variables in the control condition

determined normal production values for each participant. As in Experiment 1, to-
kens that fell two standard deviations from the mean were considered errors. The

number of errors in each condition was compared to determine if the tokens that
undergo the phonological process of flapping have more errors than tokens that did
not.

Experiment 2 focused on determining whether any errors could be the re-
sult of a failure of the flapping rule. If an underlying IM fails to flap the result would
be voiceless and longer in duration than a flap, more characteristic of a [t]. A [t] has

a typical duration of -102 ms while a flap has a duration of -29 ms (Byrd, 1993).
In order to focus on errors of this type, only errors that were more voiceless or
longer than a typical flap and [b] as produced in the control condition were
counted. All errors that were the result of a target flap or [b] that were shorter or

6 Three of the sixteen participants failed to flap consistently.
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voiced were, therefore, not counted. Spectrograms illustrating a token with an aver-

age duration as well as a token with a duration that was longer than expected are

shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Spectrogram and waveform of the sentence ? am a futter now' showing a normal duration

(24 ms) for the flap.
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Figure 13. Spectrogram and waveform of the sentence ? am a futter now" showing a flap with a du-
ration that is long (47 ms).

Given that the experimental manipulation in this case was speed, it was
assumed that duration would not be a usable measure as it would necessarily be
shorter in the experimental condition as an artefact of the error induction technique
used. However, a number of duration errors were detected that were too long de-
spite the quickened pace of the experimental condition. The combined results from

all participants for both percent voiceless and duration are therefore presented in
Table 12 and Table 13.
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Table 12. Error count for futter and fubber that are more voiceless than expected

Token Voicing Error Total
b 66 1552

flap 55 1547

Table 13. Error count for futter and fubber that are longer than expected

Token Length Error Total
b 29 1552

flap 48 1547

The number of errors that were more voiceless was not significantly dif-
ferent for futter and fubber, with 66 out of the total 121 errors classified as [b] er-

rors (binomial test, two-tailed, ? = .36). The results for each participant are shown
in Table 14. There were no significant differences in errors of this type for any of the
participants.

Table 14. More voiceless than expected errors broken down by participant

Participant b flap
53 3 4

55 6 16

56 1 0

57 1 0
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58 O 1

59 5 3

60 7 1

62 10 2

64 8 8

65 7 10

66 4 1

67 3 2

69 117

Total 66 55

The number of errors that were longer than expected was significantly

greater for the flap than for [b], with 29 out of the total 17 errors classified as [b]

errors (binomial test, two-tailed, ? = .04). The participant breakdown in Table 15,

however, shows that one participant contributed 1 5 of the total 48 flap errors/

Table 15. Longer than expected errors broken down by participant

Participant b flap
53 0 4

55** 0 15

56 0 0

57 0 0

7 A single asterisk indicates significance at ? < .05. A double asterisk indicates significance at ? < .01.
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58 8 7

59 3 4

60 0 1

62 5 3

64 2 3

65 1 0

66 7 2

67* 1 9

69 2 0

Total 29 48

If participant 55 is removed from the analysis, the difference is no longer
significant, with 29 of the 62 total errors classified as [b], (binomial test, two-tailed,

? = J).

These errors are based on voicing and duration separately. It could also be

the case that the process for flapping does not operate over features separately but
that an underlying IM becomes a flap at the level of the segment, without reference
to the features. In this case, both voicing and duration errors would be expected.
Specifically, the errors would consist of a duration that is longer than expected and
more voiceless than expected. The count for this type of error is shown in Table 1 6.
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Table 1 6. Error count for futter and fubber that are both longer and more voiceless
than expected

Token Error Total

b 3 1552

flap 6 1 547

The number of errors that were both more voiceless and longer than ex-
pected were not significantly different for futter than fubber, with 3 out of the total

9 errors classified as [b] errors, (binomial test, two-tailed, ? = .5).

4.2.2 Experiment 2b, schwa insertion in the past tense

Experiment 2b differs from Experiments 1 and 2a in the method used for

detecting errors. In this case, the presence or absence of the final vowel and coda

in the forms kawdid and kawded was determined by visual inspection of the spec-
trogram and waveform and with careful listening. Segmented spectrograms are pre-

sented in Figures 1 4 and 1 5 that show a target sentence with kawded fully pro-
duced and a sentence with the final -ed in kawded missing.
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Figure 14. Spectrogram and waveform of the sentence "Last week, I kawded outside'.
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Figure 15. Spectrogram and waveform of the sentence last week I kawded outside' produced with-
out -ed.

Data from sixteen participants were included in the analysis. The total er-
rors produced by all participants in both conditions are presented in Table 1 7.

Table 1 7. Total kawdid - kawded errors

Token Error Total

ed

id

12

23

2718

2716
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The number of errors produced was not significantly different for kawded

and kawdid, with 1 2 out of the total 35 errors classified as -ed errors, (binomial test,

two-tailed, ? = .09). The participant break down shown in Table 1 8 reveals that one

participant contributed ten -id errors and only one -ed error. Differences that are

significant are marked with an asterisk.

Table 1 8. Kawdid - kawded errors by participant

Participant id ed
53 0 0

54* 10 1

55 1 1

56 1 0

57 1 2

58 2 0

59 0 3

60 0 0

61 0 0

62 0 0

64 4 3

65 0 0

66 1 0

67 0 0

68 3 0
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69 0 2

Total 23 12

When this participant was removed from the analysis, 1 1 of the total 24

errors were -ed errors, (binomial test, two-tailed, ? = .8).

4.3 Discussion

Experiment 2a revealed a significant difference between in the number of

duration errors of the 'too long' type for futter and fubber. This effect was very

small, however, and must be interpreted cautiously. If rule application errors were

more robust, one would also expect to find a distinction in the number of voicing

errors which was not the case here. Although the duration errors for flap could be

the result of the experimental manipulation, the speeded trials should lead to the

opposite effect, producing errors that are too short, not errors that are too long. Fur-

ther, we would expect that the [b] in fubber would be equally subject to any effect

the experimental manipulation might have on duration.

Although the sample size of 1675 tokens is quite large, it could be that it

would take an even larger sample size to find a differential effect for voicing errors

and that a bigger distinction would be found for duration errors. The significant dif-

ference found here for duration errors in the form with a phonological rule is, due
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to its small effect size, deemed to be suggestive of phonological rule errors, though
not conclusive.

Experiment 2b tested sentences that either contained a phonological rule
or did not and no significant difference was found in their error rates. The noun

kawdid was produced without the final -id just as much as the past tense form
kawded was produced without its final -ed. As in the previous case, although the
sample size of 271 7 tokens is quite large, it is still possible that a bigger sample size
could reveal a distinction not found here. Based on these data, errors do not appear
to occur during phonological processing.

Taken together, the results of Experiments 2a and 2b do not provide suffi-
cient evidence for the existence of rule processing errors. It therefore cannot be
concluded that the mismatch errors found in Experiment 1 are caused by phonol-
ogical rule errors. Two potential sources for mismatch errors remain: after phonol-
ogical rule processing but before motor execution or within the motor level itself.

The lack of evidence for errors of rule processing could indicate that there
are no rules involved in speech production at all. Not all theorists assume a model

that includes phonological transformations. For example, Levelt (1989) claims that
rules governing alternations exist only for segment interactions between words, not
within a word. The current investigation tested only the within-word type of alterna-
tion. Current probabilistic theories (Pierrehumbert, 2003) push phonological proc-
esses into the domain of phonotactic type co-occurrence restrictions where each
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output variation is memorized and, therefore, rules governing alternations are not

required.

Having found no evidence that mismatch errors are phonological rule er-
rors, it remained to be seen if mismatch errors could be caused at the motor level of

speech production. Experiment 3 was designed to test this possibility.



Chapter 5: Experiment 3

The connection between the abstract mental processing of speech
and its physical output can be studied by inducing motor-level errors produced via
delayed auditory feedback (DAF, Lee, 1 950; Yates, 1 963). This technique involves
playing the participant's speech back to them amplified and with a delay. Speech
produced under this condition demonstrated changes in rate and intensity in addi-
tion to repetitions and omissions. For example, Chapin, Blumstein, Meissner, and
Boller (1981) report productions such as 'ha... ha... hand' and, 'envelo' for 'enve-
lope'.

Yates (1 963) presents a review of early studies that used the DAF tech-

nique. He reports on experiments that describe the effects of delayed feedback on

speech rate, intensity, fundamental frequency and articulatory changes. Several re-
searchers found that increasing the delay from between 0.06 to 0.1 8 seconds cre-
ated a corresponding increase in speech rate (Black, 1951; Atkinson, 1953; Fair-
banks, 1 955). The intensity of speech was also found to increase with the increase

in delay time, though the exact cutoff point was not consistent among all studies
(Black, 1951; Atkinson, 1953; Fairbanks, 1955; Spilka, 1954). DAF was also found

to increase fundamental frequency (Fairbanks, 1955). Various articulatory changes
were described by several studies and include the repetition of syllables, mispro-
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nunciations, omissions, substitutions, and additions (Lee, 1951; Atkinson, 1953; Tif-

fany & Hanley, 1956; Fairbanks & Guttman, 1958).

More recent work demonstrates that speakers compensate and adapt to
both pitch shifted feedback Gones & Munhall, 2000, 2002, 2005; Purcell & Mun-

hall, 2006) and to the manipulation of vowel formants (Houde & Jordan, 1998,
2002).

The nature of articulatory changes that occurred during DAF was investi-

gated in Chapín et al. (1 981 ). This study examined the speech of twenty aphasie

and ten control participants. The authors were interested in determining if the ar-

ticulatory changes found in DAF speech implicated the phonological level or the

motor level of production. Errors were transcribed and categorized based on

whether they involved phonological units such as the syllable and phoneme or

phonetic properties such as the duration of vowels or fricatives. The results showed

that only vowel length was significantly affected by DAF. Errors involving phonol-
ogical units were not significant. This result indicates that DAF does not cause er-

rors at the phonological level but at the level of articulatory implementation.

Further evidence in support of the motor-level nature of DAF errors is de-

rived from the general izabi I ity of errors from other modalities such as finger tapping
while whistling (Finney, 1 999), and playing a musical instrument while clapping
hands (Kalmus, Denes, & Fry, 1955). Due to the motor nature of the errors induced

by the DAF procedure, a comparison can be made between DAF-induced errors
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and the mismatch errors found in Experiment 1 to determine if they are attributable

to the motor level of articulatory implementation.

5.1 Method

Delayed auditory feedback was used during the production of a subset of

the stimuli used in Experiment 1 . The requirement in Experiment 1 that participants

produce the stimuli at the speeded rate set by a metronome, however, was not im-

plemented so that the effects of DAF on speech production could be clearly identi-

fied as distinct from the effects of DAF plus paced speech.

5.1.1 Participants

Production data were collected from five native speakers of English with

no history of speech or hearing problems. Participants were Carleton University

students who received course credit for participating.

5.1.2 Materials

The recording equipment used in this experiment was the same as in Ex-

periment 1 . The stimuli used were kuff [Uaí] , kuvv [kAiv], tuff [tAf] and tuvv [U:v]

which were chosen from the stimuli used in Experiment 1 in order to allow a direct

comparison of error types. Experiment 1 revealed no significant difference in vowel
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length and coda voicing measures between k-initial and t-initial tokens, therefore,

these forms were collapsed for the analysis.

5.1.3 Procedure

The procedure in Experiment 3 was the same used in Experiment 1 except
that the trials were not paced (i.e., no trials were set to a metronome's pace). In-

stead, the experimental manipulation consisted solely of delayed auditory feed-
back. Participants had their own speech played back to them via headphones, am-
plified and delayed by 200 ms using SpeechMonitor (Arenas, 2009). Stimuli were

presented using SuperLab 4. In the control condition, the four nonword set ap-
peared on the screen and the participant was required to repeat this three times.
When finished, they pressed a key to call up the next set of nonwords. There was

no set lag time in between trials participants initiated each trial and were instructed

that they could take a break between trials. Nonwords were always presented in an
AAAA pattern, for example, tuff tuff tuff tuff. The experimental condition was the

same as the control condition with the addition of the delay. There were 1 6 trials
presented in both the control and the experimental conditions. The entire experi-
mental procedure lasted approximately ten minutes.
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5.2 Results

Measurements of the data collected in Experiment 3 were made using

Praat and statistical analyses were performed in SPSS. Section 5.2.1 describes the

general characteristics of delayed auditory feedback on vowel duration and coda

voicing by comparing the measures obtained in Experiment 1 and 3. Section 5.2.2

directly compares the types of errors observed in Experiment 3 with those from Ex-

periment 1.

5.2.1 General characteristics of DAF speech

This section compares the duration of vowels and the voicing of codas in

Experiment 1 and 3. Experiment 1 consisted of a control condition wherein partici-

pants produced the target word 12 times in time to a beat played before each trial.

The experimental condition increased the task demand by having participants pro-

duce two similar targets in an ABBA pattern, e.g. tuvv tuff tuff tuvv. Experiment 3

consisted of a self-paced task wherein participants produced the target twelve times

and the experimental condition was the same as the control condition except that

participants heard their own speech played back to them with a 200 ms delay. This

section will compare the results of Experiment 1 and 3 for two measures, vowel du-

ration and coda voicing.
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Vowel duration

The mean values for vowel duration for both conditions for voiced and

voiceless targets in the two experiments are presented in Tables 1 9 and 20.

Table 19. Vowel Duration - Experiment 1

Target Condition Mean Std. Dev. N
Voiceless Control 113.9 33.1 1150

___________Experimental 111.7 41.0 2395
Voiced Control 153.4 29.1 1134

Experimental 156.8 51.1 2395

Table 20. Vowel Duration - Experiment 3

Target Condition Mean Std. Dev. N
Voiceless Control 103.3 27.7 472

___________Experimental 121.7 42.5 471
Voiced Control 135.3 44.5 484

Experimental 150.0 52.9 479

There was no significant difference in vowel duration for voiceless targets
in Experiment 1, i(2748.794) = 1 .664, ? = .096 (two-tailed). However, there was a

small but significant difference in vowel duration for voiced targets, f(3414.85) =
-2.494, ? = .01 3 (two-tailed), d = -.09. There was a significant increase in duration
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¡? the experimental condition of Experiment 3 for both voiceless, f(807.021) =

-7.901 , ? < .001 (two-tailed), d = -.56, and voiced targets, f(930.61 9) = -4.668, ? <
.001 (two-tailed), d = -.31.

Coda voicing

The mean values for coda voicing for both conditions in the two experi-

ments are presented in Tables 21 and 22.

Table 21 . Coda Percent Voiceless by target voicing - Experiment 1

Target Condition Mean Std. Dev. N
Voiceless Control 89.8 13.8 1147

___________Experimental 88.5 13^6 2394
Voiced Control 71.4 18.7 1137

Experimental 72.1 19.1 2395

Table 22. Coda Percent Voiceless by target voicing - Experiment 3

Target Condition Mean Std. Dev. N
Voiceless Control 88.4 9.4 472

___________Experimental 88.5 9^8 471
Voiced Control 57.0 18.4 484

Experimental 56.9 21.9 479
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There was no significant difference in the voicing of the coda for voiced

tokens in Experiment 1, ü(3530) = -.921, ? = .357 (two-tailed). Voiceless targets had

codas that were significantly more voiced in the experimental condition, f(3539) =

2.658, ? = .008 (two-tailed), d = .09.

There was no significant difference in coda voicing in Experiment 3 for

either voiceless targets, i(941) = -.138, ? = .89 (two-tailed) or for voiced targets,

f(929.31 1) = .084, ? = 0.933 (two-tailed).

5.2.2 DAF errors

This section compares the types of errors induced by the DAF technique

to those induced in Experiment 1 using the tongue twister technique.

The total error rate for Experiment 1 was 8.8% while in Experiment 3 it

was 20%. These errors can be broken down into the following types; mismatch er-

rors, accommodation errors, vowel duration errors and coda voicing errors. Ac-
commodated errors are errors for which both the vowel duration and the coda voic-

ing are errors, for example, when tuvv [U:v] with a long vowel and voiced coda is

produced as tuff [Uf] with a short vowel and voiceless coda.8 Mismatch errors are

those for which only one of the two components in the rhyme is an error, for exam-

8 These errors could also be interpreted as full word errors.
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pie, when tuff [tvf] is produced as tuvv [Uv] with a short vowel and voiced coda.

Table 23 presents the error types for both Experiment 1 and 3.

Table 23. Error types for Experiments 1 and 3

Experiment 1 Experiment 3
Error Type Count % Count %
Mismatch 354 TA ï~84 19.4
Accommodated 66 1.4 6 0.6
Total Errors 420 8.8 190 20.0

Mismatch errors can be further broken down into two types; vowel dura-

tion errors and coda voicing errors. The frequency of these types for both experi-

ment are presented in Table 24.

Table 24. Frequency of duration and voicing errors within the mismatch errors for
Experiments 1 and 3

Experiment 1 Experiment 3
Error Type Count % Count %
Vowel duration ?4? 39J> Í54 83J
Coda voicing 214 60.5 30 16.3
Total MM Errors 354 100 184 100
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Experiment 1 mismatch errors were made up largely of coda voicing er-
rors while Experiment 3 mismatch errors were made up largely of vowel duration
errors.

If we consider that these mismatch errors could be the result of rule fail-

ure, then the errors can be divided into types that reflect the misapplication of a

rule. When the form tuvv [tA:v] is produced as [tA:f], with a long vowel but voice-

less coda, the vowel rule is appropriate for the target but the voicing of the coda is
not. In contrast, when tuvv [U:v] is produced as [tAv], with a short vowel but voiced

coda, it could be the result of the vowel lengthening rule failing to apply. Table 25
shows the distribution of errors based on rule misapplication.

Table 25. Errors as rule misapplication for Experiments 1 and 3

Experiment 1 Experiment 3
Count % Count %

a. Uf > tAv Ï58 4Í6 26 WA
b. tA:v>tA:f 56 15.8 4 2.2
c. tA:v>tAV 102 28.8 26 14.1
d. Uf>tA:f 38 10.7 128 69.6

Error types a and b are cases that cannot be explained by the vowel

lengthening rule misapplying as it is the voicing of the coda that differs from the



target, not the vowel length. Type c reflects under application of the rule as the rule

fails to apply when it should. Type d reflects over application as the rule applies
where it should not. The mismatch errors in Experiment 1 consist mostly of type a
errors where the rule misapplication is not a factor and type c errors that indicate
rule under application. The mismatch errors in Experiment 3 consist mostly of what
could be categorized as rule over application errors.

5.3 Discussion

The productions in Experiment 1 differed from Experiment 3 both gener-
ally and in specific error types. Generally speaking, the largest difference in results
between control and experimental conditions was in the duration of vowels in the

DAF experiment.

While the error rates and proportion of accommodated to mismatch er-

rors were similar for the two experiments, other types of errors were different.

Within the mismatch errors, Experiment 1 had more coda voicing errors while Ex-
periment 3 had far more vowel duration errors.

The error pattern of Experiment 3 was quite different than that seen in
Experiment 1 . Type d errors were by far the most common in Experiment 3, how-
ever, given the general lengthening property of DAF speech discussed in section 1,
it is likely that the type d errors produced in Experiment 3 were not caused by rule
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over application. Since the errors induced in Experiment 1 did not share the general

property of lengthening found when using the DAF technique, it suggests that the

type a, b and c errors found in Experiment 1 were not the result of motor level is-

sues. The motor level errors in Experiment 3 were not consistent with those found

in Experiment 1 . The conclusion drawn here is that the mismatch errors in Experi-

ment 1 were not induced at the motor level of speech production.

This experiment, however, can not conclusively exclude a motor level ac-

count. While the errors induced using the DAF technique are reported to be motor-

level errors, they are not necessarily the only kind of motor level errors. DAF tends

to slow speech, lengthening speech sounds. Errors of the motor level can presuma-

bly occur as the result of the failure of a mechanism other than the one triggered by

the DAF technique. Further, Mowrey and MacKay (1 990) provide evidence suggest-

ing that what are described as feature and phoneme errors are also consistent with

a motor-level account. Results from an electromyographic study show that even in

productions that are judged as error-free, there are anomalous motor level intru-

sions. These motor level intrusions could be responsible for those errors that are

categorized as feature or phoneme errors.
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The next chapter presents a Python9 ACT-R model that will operational ¡ze
the processing steps discussed in this work. The first model consists of a system that
can generate errors after phonological processing. The second model can generate
errors both during phonological rule implementation and after this, at the speech
planning level.

9 Python is a programming language. ACT-R is a cognitive modelling architecture used to model many different kinds of

cognitive processes. "Python ACT-R" is a version of ACT-R written in the Python programming language. More detail is pro-

vided in Section 6.1.



Chapter 6: Python ACT-R models

This section presents a model of production (Gormley & Stewart, 2009)

that follows the information flow necessitated by the findings of Experiment 1 . Two

versions of the model will show the two options that explain mismatch errors; that

errors can occur after phonological processing or that errors occur during the proc-

essing of phonological rules. The model was created using Python ACT-R (Stewart &

West, 2007) and uses noisy recall to produce speech errors.

6.1 Model 1

This model is constructed in Python ACT-R (Stewart & West, 2007) which

was developed to make ACT-R more accessible and therefore more broadly used by

researchers. Python ACT-R is an adaptation of ACT-R, a cognitive architecture de-

veloped by Anderson and colleagues (e.g., Anderson & Lebiere, 1998). ACT-R is

intended to be a general purpose system for modelling any cognitive process.

The model uses the two fundamental components of an ACT-R system, the

memory module and the production module. The memory module stores long-term

information such as phonemes and their features. The production component de-

fines the operations and the sequence in which they take place. In contrast with

standard ACT-R, Python ACT-R allows for four separate special-purpose memory

87



components, each of which can act in parallel. The feature store is a long-term
static memory that holds the features associated with each phoneme. The first and
second speech planning modules are short-term memories that hold the phonemes
currently being processed. Finally, the rule memory stores the rules to be applied.

Errors can be made during either or both of the two speech planning
components. Two mechanisms shape these errors. The first is the noise level that

interferes with proper recall resulting in the retrieval of an incorrect item. The sec-
ond mechanism is a partial similarity matching mechanism that drives the con-
fusability of similar items such as [s] and [z].

Information is processed through the model procedurally beginning with
the first speech planning module and then on to the phonological component and
finally to the second speech planning module. A subset of the nonwords used in

Experiment 1 are input into the system and converted to a string of phonemes. The
features associated with each phoneme are then retrieved from the feature store.

These features are associated with the proper syllable position and order informa-
tion and are then placed in the first speech planning module. This speech planning
module is an extremely short-term memory that stores the output of the initial
processing and then makes it available as input to the next processing component:
the phonological rule module. If an incorrect item is passed into the phonological
rule module, the result will be an accommodated error since the incorrect informa-
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tion will still be passed through the phonological system acquiring the appropriate
surface phonology.

The phonological rule module applies the rule of vowel lengthening to
forms that fit the condition of having a voiced coda. Each segment is retrieved from
the first speech planning module and the voicing of the codas are determined. If the

coda has the feature [voiced], the rule is retrieved from the rule buffer and the pre-
ceding vowel is lengthened. The output of the rule module is then passed to the
second speech planning module in sequence based on the associated order infor-

mation. It is during this retrieval process that mismatch errors may occur. Because

the phonological rule has already applied, the retrieval of an [s] instead of a [z] will

yield the form tiis [ti:s] with a long vowel that is inappropriate before the voiceless

[s]. An example of error-free processing is illustrated in Table 26. Examples of the
procedure that results in an accommodated error are shown in Table 27 and the

procedure that results in a mismatch error is shown in Table 28.

Table 26. Example of correct processing

Step Stored Value
1 Input phonemes tiztis
2 Retrieve features tiztis

3 Phonological rule tiiztis
4 Output tiiztis



Table 27. Example of processing an accommodation error

Step
1 Input phonemes
j Retrieve features (error: got

features for ? instead of s)
3 Phonological rule
4 Output

Table 28. Example of processing a mismatch error

Step
1 Input phonemes
2 Retrieve features
3 Phonological rule
. Output (error: got i instead

of M)

An incorrect retrieval from the feature store or from the speech planning
module is not random. The model incorporates a partial similarity matching
mechanism to reflect the tendency for speech errors to confuse elements that are

similar in form and structure such as two onsets or two alveolar stops.

Stored Value
tiztis

tiztiz

tiiztiiz
tiiztiiz

Stored Value
tiztis
tiztis
tiiztis

tiztis



6.1.1 Model 1 Results
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To test the accuracy of the model, error rates were compared to the hu-

man results from Experiment 1 which are reproduced in Table 29. The model's

overall error rate should be comparable to that of the Experiment 1 participants.

The percent correct rate from Table 10 is 81 .8%. However, there were also a large

number of unclassified responses. The conservative hypothesis is that the unclassi-

fied tokens could be from any category and as such the percentage of correct re-

sponses is between 81 .8% and 91 .2%.

Table 29. Error types from Experiment 1 and Model 1

___________________Exp 1 % Possible range % Model 1 %
Correct 81.8 81.8-91.2 84.6
Mismatch 7.4 7.4-16.8 9.8
Accommodated 1.4 1.4-10.8 5.5
Unclassified 9.4
Total Errors 1 8.2

The model produces results that do not differ significantly from the human

data when the parameter setting for noise was set to between -0.82 and -0.8 and

the similarity parameter between 's' and 't! was set to between -0.9 and -1 . The re-

sults shown in Table 29 are from the noise parameter set to 0.1 8 and the similarity
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parameter set to -0.9. Although this model fits most of the human data, it misses a

distinction made within the mismatch error category. This distinction was captured
by the second model presented below.

6.2 Model 2

A second possible explanation for mismatch errors is that they are derived
from an error in the processing of phonological rules. The idea that errors can arise
from within the phonological component itself has not been widely explored, how-
ever, the failure of a phonological rule to apply would result in an output that looks
like a mismatch error. The second model presents this possibility.10

This model is the same as the first except that the potential for error dur-
ing the application of phonological rules is introduced. This additional type of error
is triggered by adding random noise during rule retrieval. If rule retrieval fails, the

phonological rule will not be applied resulting in a mismatch error. The probability
of a rule failing was kept at the same value used for random noise in the rest of the

model in order to maintain simplicity. Examples of the procedures that lead to an
accommodation or a mismatch error in this model are illustrated in Tables 30 and
31.

10 The full model is provided in Appendix D.
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Table 30. Example of processing an accommodation error

Step Stored Value
1

2

3

4

Input phonemes
Retrieve features (error: got features for ?
instead of s)
Phonological rule
Output

tiztis

tiztiz

tiiztiiz
tiiztiiz

Table 31 . Example of processing a mismatch error

Step Stored Value
1

2

3

4

Input phonemes
Retrieve features

Phonological rule
(error: the rule fails to apply)
Output

tiztis

tiztis

tiztis

tiztis

6.2.1 Model 2 Results

The model produced a pattern of results similar to the data from Experi-

ment 1 when the noise parameter was set between -1 and 0.86 and the similarity

rating for 's' and 'z' were set to between -1 and -0.4. Figure 1 6 shows results from

the model with noise set to 0.1 2 and similarity to -0.8. The percent of resulting ac-
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commodated errors is 3%, the percent mismatch errors is 1 1 .3% and percent cor-

rect is 85.6%

Error rates
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Correct

Figure 76. Rates for model 2 showing accommodated errors, correct forms and mismatch errors

(+SE) from the model and Experiment I data.

This model produces an asymmetry in the data. The errors it generates can

be classified as rule under application rather than rule over application. There

could not be a case where the rule over applies, for example, the lengthening of the

vowel in tis [tis] to i/'/'s [to]. This asymmetry corresponds to the error data from Ex-

periment 1 in which a strong tendency was found for tiiz [ti:z] to be produced as tiz
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[tiz] more often than tis [tis] was produced as tiis [his]. The error counts and the

percent out of a total 4790 tokens produced are shown in Table 32.

Table 32. Asymmetry of vowel length mismatch errors among Experiment 1 tokens

N %

Rule under application - ti:z > tiz 102 2.13
Rule over application - tis > ti:s 38 0.79

Model 2 produces error rates that match the data from Experiment 1 and,
unlike the first model presented, this version was able to capture the asymmetry in

the error rates shown in Table 32 for tiiz [hiz] versus tis [tis]. The Experiment 1 data

shows that errors of the form tiiz [hiz] produced as tiz [tiz] outnumber the errors of

the form tis [tis] produced as tiis [his]. This asymmetry can be explained if errors

were made during the processing of phonological rules since a failure of this rule to

apply would result in a short vowel before a voiced coda but not in a long vowel

before a voiceless coda. Figure 1 7 shows the error rates for tiis [his] (0.52%) versus

tiz [tiz] (10.8%) in the second model.
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Figure 17. Error rates (+SE) from model 2 for tis produced as tiis [ti:s] and tiiz [tr.z] produced as tiz

Itiz].

The second model better captures the data from Experiment 1 as it allows

for errors at all three levels of processing as opposed to restricting errors to the
speech planning components.

6.3 Discussion

The goal of these models was to proceduralize the claims made about the

location of speech errors made in this dissertation. Results from Experiment 1
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showed that the surface phonology does not always conform to its erroneous envi-

ronment. First, this could show that speech errors can occur after phonological

rules are processed, either in a speech planning component or during motor level
implementation. Second, it could also show that the errors can be due to the failure

of a phonological rule to apply. The two models presented here were created to

evaluate these possibilities. While both models could match the general pattern of

data from Experiment 1, only the model in which errors could result from the fail-

ure of the rule to apply in addition to retrieval errors that occur after phonological
processing can capture the asymmetry in the empirical results. This finding was not

borne out by Experiment 2 which found no evidence for errors during rule process-

ing. Therefore, until evidence of rule level errors are found, the first model pre-
sented here is assumed.



Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions

The goal of Experiment 1 was to test the assumption that speech errors
accommodate. Once mismatch errors were found, the second and third experi-
ments were designed to determine the level of processing at which these errors are

generated. Mismatch errors could be caused by a failure of phonological rule im-
plementation, they could arise at the motor level, or between these two stages.

Experiment 2 was designed to determine if mismatch errors could be gen-
erated during the processing of phonological rules. By comparing the frequency of
errors in conditions that differ only by the presence or absence of a phonological
rule, it can be determined if errors of phonological processing contribute to the
overall error count. No evidence was found that would indicate that errors of pho-
nological rule application are possible.

Experiment 3 was designed to test articulatory implementation as a possi-

ble source of mismatch errors. A delayed auditory feedback task was administered

that compared the nature of errors with the mismatch errors discovered in Experi-
ment 1 . The results showed different characteristics for DAF and mismatch errors

leading to the conclusion that mismatch errors are not motor-level errors.

The results from Experiment 1 suggest that errors can be made after pho-
nological processing. Further, the skewed nature of the results indicates that errors

could be made during phonological rule implementation as well. A computational

98
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model based on this result was presented in Chapter 6. It demonstrated how errors

made during phonological rule processing and after could account for the error

data. Another version of this model was presented that makes errors only after pho-

nological processing. This was the version of the processing component indicated

by the results of Experiment 2.

7.1 Theoretical Implications

Phonological Theory

One goal of this research was to test the predictions made by various

phonological theories. Generative theories process an underlying representation

producing a distinct output. While the theories vary in detail, they should all show

errors attributable to their processing. Rule based, procedural theories such as SPE

might even show errors at the different stages of rule implementation. Experiment 2

failed to show errors of phonological processing. This result could indicate that

phonological processing levels are not vulnerable to errors of this kind, or that er-

rors of this level were not properly induced by the methods used in Experiment 2,

or that the generative theories do not accurately describe the processing involved in

speech production. The failure to detect phonological transformation errors weak-

ens the generative claim of transformational processing. This is consistent with the
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view presented by probabilistic models that maintain that phonological processing
is not transformational.

Optimal ity Theory shares predictions with both SPE and Probability The-
ory. Like SPE, OT processes apply to an input, producing the appropriate output. In
this sense, it is generative. If the OT mechanism that selects a winning candidate
via a constraint ranking were to fail, we would expect random outputs. For the in-
put /kast/, we could expect outputs ranging from [kaet], without the expected aspi-
rated [kh], to gibberish [babababa]. While no cases of complete gibberish were
produced, under the OT framework any error could be attributed to a missed con-
straint.

The OT concept of markedness makes another prediction similar to the
one made by probabilistic models. Markedness states that certain sounds and com-

binations of sounds are less common in the languages of the world because they
are 'marked' within the universal language faculty. For example, [t] is considered
unmarked because it is common in languages and its position is less restricted.

Markedness theory explains this distribution by stating that [t] is universally fa-
voured by the language faculty. One method for determining markedness is the fre-
quency of use within a particular language. Applying this concept to speech errors,

errors of marked segments should be more prevalent than unmarked segments (see
Goldrick & Daland, 2009, for a similar analysis). All else being equal, OT predicts
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that errors of marked structures will emerge as unmarked structures (McCarthy &

Prince, 1994).

The concept of probability also accounts for the observation that infre-

quent forms are more likely to err, resulting in a more frequent form (Hay, Pierre-

humbert & Beckman, 2004). This idea differs from markedness as it does not claim

that the frequency distribution is caused by the nature of the language faculty,

rather that an individual's speech environment influences their speech production.

Sounds that are heard and said more frequently become more consistently repre-

sented in a speaker's grammar and are therefore more resistant to error. The con-

cepts of markedness and probability are very different conceptually, yet they both

predict that error rates will be higher for less frequent forms.

Data from Experiment 1 can address this prediction by comparing the

number of duration errors for the four vowels and voicing errors for the four coda

fricatives. Probabilities were calculated using a phonotactic probability calculator

(Vitevich & Luce, 2004). The probabilities generated by this calculator are based on

the positional frequency of each segment derived from the approximately 20,000

words in the 1964 Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary.

Table 33 presents the frequency data for these segments in their respective

positions as well as the error rates for these segments as determined by Experiment

1.
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Table 33. Error rates and probabilities

Segment Probability Error rate %
e 0.0729 8.5

? 0.0962 13.8

A 0.0392 15.2

0.0794 10.9?

0.0788 12.7

0.0201 5.0

0.0197 7.9

0.0236 4.4

Previous studies have found that error rates are lower for more frequent

forms (Kupin, 1 982; Dell, 1 990), or that errors are more likely to result in a higher

frequency form (Levitt & Healy, 1985; Goldrick, 2002). Figure 18 presents the same

data in a bar chart for easy comparison. Error rates should correspond to the inverse

of the probabilities as more frequent segments should err less often.
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Figure 18. Bar graph showing the relative error rates compared with the probabilities for the four
vowels.

The error rates for the voicing of the four coda fricatives as determined by

Experiment 1 along with the probabilities are presented in the bar graph in Figure

1 9. The error rates should correspond to the inverse of the probabilities as more

frequent segments should err less often.
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Figure 19. Bar graph showing the voicing error rates for four coda fricatives compared to their prob-

ability.

The relative probability of the segments does not match the overall error

rates as predicted by the concepts of markedness or probability. The most infre-

quent vowel of the four, [?] does have the most errors, and [x] has the third highest

error rate, however, the other two vowels do not match the prediction. The vowel

[i] is the most common and should have the fewest errors, however it has the sec-

ond highest error rate. None of the coda segments are consistent with the predic-

tion. The most frequent coda consonant of the four is [s] which has the most errors.

The error rates in Experiment 1 correspond to the frequency of the seg-

ments, however, not in the expected direction. This relationship is illustrated by the
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scatter plot in Figure 20. A positive correlation, r(6) = .63, ? = .09, was found be-
tween the error rates and probabilities; as the frequency increases so does the error
rate.11

Probability and Error Rate
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Figure 20. Scatter plot showing the error rate and probability for the eight segments in Experiment I.

The set of stimuli from Experiment 2 allows a comparison of 'b' and T.
Both markedness and probability theories predict that errors should be more com-

mon in the form fubber than in futter as 'W in this context is less frequent. Accord-
ing to the phonotactic probability calculator (Vitevich & Luce, 2004), the 'b' in

1 1 That the correlation is not significant at the ? < .05 level may be due to the small sample size.
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fubber has a probability of .026 while the 't' in futter has a probability of .066. The

overall error rates for both voicing and duration determined for these segments in
Experiment 2 are 9.1 % for 'b' and 1 1 .9% for 't'. A bar graph showing the error rates

and probabilities are shown in Figure 21 . The error rates should correspond to the

inverse of the probabilities.
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Figure 2 1. Error rates for the 'b' and ? in Experiment 2 compared with their probabilities.

The prediction from markedness and probability is not borne out by the
error rates for any of the three groups of segments. The relative probabilities of the

vowels indicate that [i] should have the fewest errors as it is the most frequently oc-

curring vowel in this context. Likewise for the coda fricatives where [s] should have
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the fewest errors as it is the most frequent. The T in the fatter set should have fewer

errors than 'b' as it is more frequent in this context. Collectively, the forms in Ex-
periment 1 show a positive correlation whereas Markedness and Probability both
predict a negative correlation.

One of the goals of this work was to demonstrate how speech error data
can be used to test aspects of phonological theories. In the two cases presented
here, the data contradicts the predictions made by the concepts of markedness and
probability for the relative frequency of errors. Markedness draws on several

sources to calculate markedness including cross-linguistic and language specific
frequencies, rate of acquisition and language change. The relative frequencies cal-
culated here only use language specific frequency and do not, therefore, represent
a complete picture of markedness. The comparison presented in this chapter of
relative frequencies with speech error data is best viewed as a demonstration of

how speech error data can be used to assess various elements of phonological the-
ory.

Models of Language use

The models of language use described in the first chapter differ from pho-
nological models in terms of the specific phenomena they describe. Models of Ian-
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guage use do not consider phonological processes, such as the [t] - flap alternation
in English, but account for the kinds of processing that can be inferred by speech
errors. Both the procedural model presented in Levelt (1989) and the spreading ac-
tivation model presented in Dell (1 986) account for the association of content and

structure. During speech production, segments are united with syllable structure to
produce a utterance. Failures in the association of these two types of representation
are appealed to in the description of the processes involved in speech production.

The results of the three experiments described in this dissertation have

implications for the processing levels described by these models. Fromkin (1 971 )
describes a production model, part of which is shown in Figure 22, wherein errors
are said to occur before the morphological rule stage. This model is typical of other
procedural models such as the one described by Levelt (1 993) shown in Figure 6.
Errors were said to occur at this level because morphological and phonological
level rules appeared to be respected in the speech error data collected though tran-
scription. The results of the current research suggest that there is a stage after pho-
nological rule processing where mismatch errors can occur.
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Lexicon
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to features - syllabic
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oneticstrings of phonetic
segments

motor
commands to

muscles

fully specified phonetic
segments in syllables

Figure 22. Part of Fromkin's (1971) model of speech production. Based on transcription studies, er-
rors were assumed to occur only before the morphological rules stage (from Fromkin, 1971).

Various levels of speech planning are currently assumed to account for
speech errors at lexical, morphological and phonological stages of production. In
addition to these levels, we need to consider a stage after phonological processing
where errors can occur.
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Selection versus Transformation errors

Evidence was found in Experiment 1 suggestive of errors for phonological
rule implementation. Of the phonologically mismatched errors, 40% could be
categorized as rule under or over-application errors. The remaining 60%, however,
can not be explained by rule failure. No further evidence of phonological rule er-
rors was found in Experiment 2 even though this experiment was designed specifi-
cally to uncover such errors. An alternative explanation for the mismatch errors de-
tected in Experiment 1 is that they are a type of selection error. An error is a selec-

tion error when one unit is replaced by another. Typically, the switched units share
content or structural properties or both, such as the error leading list' for target
'reading list' (Dell 1986). In this error, the [I] and [r] have shared features and the

structural position of the elements, syllable onset, is the same. Examples of possible
selection errors at each level of production are given in Table 34.

Table 34. Examples of selection errors at various levels of production
Level Target Error Unit
Lexical your grandmother's your grandmother's lexical item

funeral wedding
Morphological an important person a important person morpheme
Phonological that's a sad caí that's a sat cad phoneme
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Post-phonological [tív:v] (long vowel) [tuv] (short vowel) articulatory
feature

The mismatch errors found in Experiment 1 can be described as selection

errors. The stage of speech production that follows phonological processing is ar-

ticulatory implementation. Errors at a post-phonological level could be the mis-

selection of the units required by the articulatory processing stage. A short vowel

before a voiced coda could be caused by the selection of the articulatory feature

that results in a short vowel instead of a long vowel. This level corresponds to what

Levelt (1 989) refers to as the articulatory buffer. The articulatory buffer is a storage

level between the phonological encoding stage and the articulator. The buffer stores

the phonetic plan outputted by phonological encoding which is retrieved incre-

mentally by the articulator, creating motor commands.

This account of mismatch errors as selection errors instead of phonologi-

cal rule errors is supported by the results from syntax. As discussed in Chapter 1,

studies have failed to show errors of syntactic transformations that could not be ex-

plained by selection errors.

Three hypotheses

The three hypotheses investigated in this dissertation were:
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1 ) All errors are accommodated

The results from Experiment 1 showed that this hypothesis is not sup-

ported. Non-accommodated errors were found.

2) Phonological transformations are processed during speech production

and are prone to errors that are detectible by acoustic analysis

The results from Experiment 2 did not support this hypothesis. While more

data may be required to determine whether or not phonological rules can err, there

is currently no evidence to support such a view.

3) Mismatch errors are motor-level errors

The results from Experiment 3 revealed a distinction between the motor

level errors induced using the DAF technique and mismatch errors.

These results reveal the conceptually murky boundary between the

phonological/speech planning level and the motor level of speech production.

Mismatch errors could reflect either the over application or under application of

phonological rules. However, since Experiment 2 indicated that they do not arise

during phonological rule processing, it must be concluded that they occur after this

stage. The speech planning level implicated by these results must, therefore, be

processed after phonological rules but before the level that is disrupted by the DAF
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technique since the characteristics of mismatch errors did not correspond to the er-

rors induced in Experiment 3. Taken together, the results point to a level between

the phonological and motor levels. It could be the case that these errors are articu-

latory selection errors that are processed at the beginning of motor implementation

but before the stage that is impacted by the DAF technique used in Experiment 3.

This interpretation is the simplest as there is currently no evidence to support the
need for a transformational account of errors in addition to a selectional account.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

The results of the three experiments presented in this dissertation are

based on assumptions about the nature of speech production. It is possible that no

evidence of phonological rule errors were detected in Experiment 2 because pho-

nological alternations are not processed as is currently described by phonological

theory. It is also possible that the alternations selected for testing are exceptions and

their distinct outputs are simply memorized by speakers. Finally, it is possible that

not enough data were collected in order to reveal significantly more errors for to-

kens that involve phonological rules.

The results of Experiment 3 showed that mismatch errors do not have the

same characteristics as the errors induced using the DAF technique. While this
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technique ¡s said to induce motor level errors, it is not necessarily the case that
DAF-induced errors are the only errors attributable to the motor level.

Future studies could be carefully designed to test the interpretation of

mismatch errors as articulatory selection errors. The idea that sub-phonemic errors
do not need an explanation in higher level processing such as phonology or speech

planning was proposed by Mowrey and MacKay (1990). Mismatch errors may be-
long to the level of articulatory implementation whose features resemble more

closely those described by Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1 986).

These features are articulatory in nature and are arranged over time in a gestural
score. This avenue of research may provide a more elegant explanation for mis-
match errors.

Finally, the methodology for error detection in Experiment 1, 2a and 3

should be validated in future experiments. A validation experiment could be de-

signed to test errors of various acoustic measures by calculating the normal range
for a segment and determining if known errors are detected. For example, once the
normal range for various measures of [t] is determined, a speaker could be asked to

produce a set of forms containing [d]. The [d] forms should be calculated as errors

with respect to the normal range for [t]. Various segments can be tested this way to
determine if certain segments or acoustic measures are more reliable than others in

these testing conditions.
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This dissertation presented an acoustic analysis intended to readdress the

claim that speech errors always accommodate. Experiment 1 provided data from

induced speech errors that indicated the presence of mismatch errors. These sub-

phonemic errors could be caused either during phonological processing or, at the

motor level of articulatory implementation or, at an intermediary level.

Experiment 2 was designed to assess if mismatch errors are the product of

the level that processes phonological rules. No difference was found, however, be-

tween the number of errors in the set that contained a rule versus the set that did

not contain a rule. The presence of a phonological rule did not, therefore, contrib-

ute to the error count. Experiment 3 was designed to compare the mismatch errors

of Experiment 1 to known motor-level errors. The errors induced using delayed

auditory feedback had different properties than the mismatch errors, suggesting that
mismatch errors are not errors of the motor level. The source of mismatch errors

appears to be a level between phonological rule processing and the motor level

that is affected by the DAF technique. It was suggested that there may be a speech

planning level where articulatory features are selected, and in some cases mis-

selected in the creation of an articulatory plan.
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The results of this study are important for both psychology and linguistics.

Psychologists are not generally concerned with phonological processing. However,

if further research determines that errors can arise from this level, then phonologi-

cal processes would become relevant. This dissertation presented speech error data

that refuted the claims made by three phonological theories. The study of speech

errors should become a more commonly used tool to test the validity of linguistic

theories.
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Appendix A

Tongue twisters used in Experiment 1

a. Control condition (non-alterating, AAAA)

tiff tiff tiff tiff teff teff teff teff taff taff taff taff

tiss tiss tiss tiss tess tess tess tess tass tass tass tass

tivv tivv tivv tivv tevv tevv tevv tevv tavv tavv tavv tavv

tizz tizz tizz tezz tezz tezz tezz tazz tazz tazz tazz

kiff kiff kiff kiff

kiss kiss kiss kiss

kivv kivv kivv kivv

kizz kizz kizz kizz

tivv tiff tiff tivv

tizz tiss tiss tizz

kivv kiff kiff kivv

kizz kiss kiss kizz

keff keff keff keff

kess kess kess kess

kevv kevv kevv kevv

kezz kezz kezz kezz

tevv teff teff tevv

tezz tess tess tezz

kevv keff keff kevv

kezz kess kess kezz

kaff kaff kaff kaff

kass kass kass kass

kavv kavv kavv kavv

kazz kazz kazz kazz

tavv taff taff tavv

tazz tass tass tazz

kavv kaff kaff kavv

kazz kass kass kazz

tuff tuff tuff tuff

tuss tuss tuss tuss

tuvv tuvv tuvv tuvv

tuzz tuzz tuzz tuzz

kuff kuff kuff kuff

kuss kuss kuss kuss

kuvv kuvv kuvv kuvv

kuzz kuzz kuzz kuzz

tuff tuvv tuvv tuff

tuss tuzz tuzz tuss

kuff kuvv kuvv kuff

kuss kuzz kuzz kuss

tuvv tuff tuff tuvv

tuzz tuss tuss tuzz

kuvv kuff kuff kuvv

kuzz kuss kuss kuzz

b. Experimental condition (alterating, ABBA)

tiff tivv tivv tiff teff tevv tevv teff taff tavv tavv taff

tiss tizz tizz tiss tess tezz tezz tess tass tazz tazz tass

kiff kivv kivv kiff keff kevv kevv keff kaff kavv kavv kaff

kiss kizz kizz kiss kess kezz kezz kess kass kazz kazz kass
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Appendix B

Stimuli used in Experiment 2

This is a fubber now
This is a futter now
Hey look, a kawdid is here
Last week, I kawded outside

Appendix C

Stimuli used in Experiment 3

tuff tuff tuff tuff
tuvv tuvv tuvv tuvv
kuff kuff kuff kuff
kuvv kuvv kuvv kuvv



Appendix D

Model 2

dm_noise=0.07
slot_similarity=-0.4

r_noise=0
f_noise=0
dm_basenoise=0
dm_decay=0
iterations=! 0

# speech planning + phonology + speech planning2
# errors can occur in speech planning 1 = accommodated
# errors can occur during the phonology = mismatch
# errors can occur in speech planning 2 = mismatch

import ccm
done within the ccm suite
log=ccm.log()

from ccm.lib.actr import *
agent

test_words=[['tisstizz'/'tistiizl]/ ['tizztiss'/tiiztis']]

class MyAgent(ACTR):
focus=Buffer()
DMbuffer=Buffer()

clarative memory (henceforth DM)
DM=Memory(DMbuffer,threshold=None)
Fbuffer=Buffer()
FB=Memory(Fbuffer,threshold=None)
f_n=DMNoise(FB,noise=f_noise)
RMbuffer=Buffer()
RM=Memory(RMbuffer,threshold=None)
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# all of the modeling is

# import act-r to create the

# create a buffer for the de-

# feature buffer
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r_n=DMNo¡se(RM,noise=r_noise)

SPbuffer=Buffer() #speech planning buffer
SP=Memory(SPbuffer/threshold=None/latency=0.01)

SP2buffer=Buffer() #speech planning 2 buffer
SP2=Memory(SP2buffer,threshold=None,latency=0.01)
dm_n=DMNoise(SP,noise=dm_no¡se,baseNoise=dm_baseno¡se) # turn on for

DM subsymbolic processing
dm_bl=DMBaseLevel(SP,decay=dm_decay,limit=None)

dm_n=DMNoise(SP2/noise=dm_noise,baseNoise=dm_basenoise) ft turn on for
DM subsymbolic processing

dm_bl=DMBaseLevel(SP2,decay=dm_decay,limit=None) # turn on for
DM subsymbolic processing

partiakPartiaKS^strength=! .0,limit=-1 .0) # usually this is strength
divided by number of slots

partial. similarity('1 ','4',slot_similarity)
partial.similarity('2','5',slot_similarity)
partiaLsimilaritynyoVslo^similarity)

partial=Partial(SP2,strength=1 .0,limit=-1 .0)
partial. similarity('1 ','4',slot_similarity)
partial. similarityi^'/SVsloLsimilarity)
partial.similarity('3','6',slot_similarity)

def init():
FB. add ('s voiceless alveolar fricative') # segmental inventory
FB.add ('t voiceless alveolar stop')
FB.add ('i high front vowel')
FB.add ('z voiced alveolar fricative')

# lexicon
DM.add ('tisstizz t i s t i ?')
DM.add ('tizztiss t i zt i s')

RM.add('rulev')

# retrieve lexical item and phonemes
def get_input(focus = 'start ?x'):



DM. request (?)
focus. set('sp1 ')
self.outputp="
self.orderp="
self.order="
self.output="

# Speech planning 1
# gets phonemes from FB and outputs to SP

# syllable 1
def getO(focus ='sp1 ', DMbuffer='?dw ?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):

Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?do1 ?fa ?fb ?fc')
focus.set('sp2')

def outO(focus ='sp2'/ Fbuffer='?fo ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add (Onset 1 ?fo ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('sp3')

defgetN(focus='sp3',DMbuffer='?dw?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):
Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?dn1 ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('sp4')

def outN(focus='sp4'/ Fbuffer='?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add ('nucleus 2 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('sp5')

defgetC(focus='sp5',DMbuffer='?dw?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):
Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?dc1 ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('sp6')

def outC(focus='sp6'/ Fbuffer='?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add ('coda 3 ?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('sp7')

# syllable 2
def get02 (focus ='sp7', DMbuffer='?dw ?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):

Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?do2 ?fx ?fy ?fz')



focus. set('sp8')

def out02(focus ='sp8\ Fbuffer='?fo ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add (Onset 4 ?fo ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('sp9')

defgetN2(focus='sp9', DMbuffer='?dw ?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):
Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?dn2 ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('splO')

def outN2(focus='sp10'/ Fbuffer='?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add ('nucleus 5 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('sp1 1 ')

defgetC2(focus='sp11'/ DMbuffer='?dw ?do1 ?dn1 ?dc1 ?do2 ?dn2 ?dc2'):
Fbuffer.clearO
FB.request('?dc2 ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('sp12')

def outC2(focus='sp12'/ Fbuffer='?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz'):
SP.add ('coda 6 ?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('p2')

# phonology
# syllable 1

def getOnset(focus = 'p2'):
SP.requestConset 1 ?o ?x ?y ?z')
focus.set('p3')

def outOnset(focus='p3', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?o ?x ?y ?z'):
self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('onset 1 ?o')
SPbuffer.clearO
SP.requestCcoda 3 ?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('p4')

# check coda for voicing
defVcheck1(focus='p4'/ SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?c voiced ?y ?z'):

self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('coda3 ?c')
SP.requestC nucleus 2 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
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RM.request('?rule ?')
focus. set('p5')

def Vcheck2(focus='p4', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?c voiceless ?y ?z'):
self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('coda3 ?c')
#SPbuffer.clear()
SP.requestC nucleus 2 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('p6')

def rule(focus='p5', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?n ?x ?y ?z', RMbuffer = 'rule v1):
? = ? + ?

self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('nucleus2 ?n')
focus. set('p7')

def NoRule(focus='p6'/ SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?n ?x ?y ?z'):
self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('nucleus2 ?n')
focus. set('p7')

# syllable 2
def getOnset2 (focus = 'p7'):

SP.requestConset 4 ?fo ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('p8')

def outOnset2(focus='p8', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?o ?x ?y ?z'):
self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('onset4 ?o')
SP.requestCcoda 6 ?fc ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus. set('p9')

it check coda for voicing
defVcheck1_2(focus='p9', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?c voiced ?y ?z'):

self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('coda6?c')
SP.requestCnucleus 5 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
RM.request('?rule v')
focus.set('plO')

def Vcheck2_2(focus='p9'/ SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?c voiceless ?y ?z'):
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self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('coda 6 ?c')
SP.request('nucleus 5 ?fn ?fx ?fy ?fz')
focus.set('p1 1 ')

def rule2(focus='p10', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?n ?x ?y ?z', RMbuffer = 'rule v1):
? = ? + ?

self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('nucleus 5 ?n')
focus. set('2sp1 ')

def NoRule2(focus='p1 1 ', SPbuffer = '?s ?w ?n ?x ?y ?z'):
self.orderp+=w
SP2.add('nucleus 5 ?n')
focus.set('2sp1 ')

# Speech planning 2
# gets phonemes from buffer and outputs

it syllable 1
def getsp20(focus ='2sp1 '):

SP2.request('onset 1 ?o')
focus. set('2sp2')

def out201 (focus ='2sp2'/ S P2 buffer=' ?onset ?w ?o'):
self.output+=o
self.order+=w
focus. set('2sp3')

def getsp2N(focus='2sp3'):
SP2.request('nucleus 2 ?n')
focus. set('2sp4')

def out2N1(focus='2sp4', SP2buffer='?nucleus ?w ?n'):
self.output+=n
self.order+=w
focus. set('2sp5')

def getsp2C(focus='2sp5'):
SP2.request('coda 3 ?c')
focus. set('2sp6')
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def out2C1 (focus='2sp6', S P2 buffer= '?coda ?w ?c'):
self.output+=c
se If. order+=w
focus. set('2sp7')

# syllable 2
def getsp202 (focus ='2sp7'):

SP2.request('onset4 ?p')
focus.set('2sp8')

def out202 (focus ='2sp8'/ SP2 buffer= '?onset ?w ?o'):
self.output+=o
self.order+=w
focus. set('2sp9')

def getsp2N2(focus='2sp9'):
SP2.request('nucleus 5 ?n')
focus.set('2sp10')

def out2N2(focus='2sp10'/ SP2buffer='?nucleus ?w ?n'):
self.output+=n
self.order+=w
focus. set('2sp1 1 ')

def getsp2C2(focus='2sp1 1 '):
SP2.request('coda 6 ?c')
focus.set('2sp12')

def out2C2(focus='2sp12'/ S P2 buffer=' ?coda ?w ?c'):
self.output+=c
self.order+=w
focus. set('stop')

def stopa(focus='stop'):
self.stopQ

miss=0 # error
miss1=0 # error in spi
miss2=0 # error in sp2
mm=0 # mismatch



c=0 # correct
acc=0 # accommodated

for ¡ in range(iterations):
for word, target ¡? test_words:

agent=MyAgent()
agent.focus.set('start %s'%word)
agent.ru ? ()
print word,target,agent.outputp,agent.orderp,agent.output,agent.order
if agent.output!=target:

miss+=1
if agent.orderp!='1 32465':

miss1+=1
if agent.order!='1 23456':

miss2+=1
if agent.output==target:

c+=1

print 1C1
if 'ti is" in agent.output:

mm+=l

print 'm'
if 'tiz' in agent.output:

mm+=1

print 'm2'
if target=='tistiiz' and agent.output in ['tiiztiiz'/tiiztis'/tistis']:

acc+=1

print 'a'
if target=='tiiztis' and agent.output in ['tistis'/tiiztiiz'/tistiiz']:

acc+=1
print 'a2'

log.rate=float(miss)/(iterations*len(test_words))
log.ratesl =float(miss1 )/(iterations*len(test_words))
Iog.rates2=float(miss2)/(iterations*len(test_words))
log.correct_rate=float(c)/(iterations*len(test_words))
log.acc_rate=float(acc)/(iterations*len(test_words))
log.mm_rate=float(mm)/(iterations*len(test_words))


